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ABSTRACT
A STUDY OF MOLECULAR ADSORPTION AND TRANSPORT
AT CELL MEMBRANE AND BIOLOGICALLY RELEVANT SURFACES
BY SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION
Jia Zeng
Hai-Lung Dai
Most of the biological processes in living systems involve molecular adsorption
and transport at biomembranes. It is highly desired to study the time-resolved transport
kinetics through living cell membranes. In this thesis, an experimental means based on a
nonlinear optical phenomenon, Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) has been
demonstrated to detect the molecular adsorption and transport through living cell
membranes in real time and to evaluate the salt ion effects on adsorption processes in
biologically relevant colloidal systems. In the case of gram-negative bacteria, E.coli, a
hydrophobic cation, Malachite Green (MG) has been observed to adsorb onto the cell
surface and then sequentially transport across the double bilayer structures, the bacterial
outer membrane and the cytoplasmic membrane. The adsorption characteristics as well as
the transport rate constant at each of the membranes have been determined. In contrast to
the prokaryotic E.coli cell, the molecular ion can adsorb onto the eukaryotic Murine
Erythroleukemia (MEL) cell but cannot penetrate its membrane which has no
hydrophobic ion permeable channels and is more tightly packed.
MG cation has been used as a SHG indicator to probe the effects of solvent ionic
strength and ion specificity on molecular adsorption at model protein systems.
Polystyrene sulfate (PSS) microspheres and polystyrene carboxyl (PSC) microspheres
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have been examined. The electrostatic force dominated molecule-surface interaction
between MG cations and the sulfate terminations at PSS surface is largely affected by the
ionic strength of the solution but is not sensitive to the ion identity. On the other hand, the
hydrophobic force dominated molecule-surface interaction between hydrophobic regions
of the MG dye and PSC microsphere shows pronounced specific ion effects but is less
affected by ionic strength of the solution.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Colloidal Interfaces
Stone Age paintings with stabilized colloidal pigments could be the earliest
evidence of man’s use of colloids [1]. In 1845, Francesco Selmi first defined common
properties of slightly turbid “pseudosolutions”, which was later named as “colloid” by
Thomas Graham in 1861 [1]. The low diffusion rates of colloidal particles implied the
low end of the particle size to be at least 1nm in diameter while the failure of the particles
to sediment under the influence of gravity implied the upper size limit to be
approximately 1µm. Most of the studies are focused on the monodispersed objects of
sizes ranging from 10nm to several miron meters [2-4]. Figure 1.1 is the schematic
reprehensive of various colloidal systems with their typical range and critical dimensions
[5]. According to the chart, the upper limit of the critical dimension for colloid definition
has been extended from 1µm to 100µm.
“Colloid” is no longer a modern term, however, colloidal science has become
ubiquitous, which encompasses many chemical and biological systems and influences
almost all technological processes [1, 6, 7]. Manipulation of colloidal systems can be date
1

back to our earliest technological processes, such as paper making, pottery making, and
the fabrication of soaps and cosmetics. The extensive appearance of colloids in nature,
biology and technology clearly demonstrated its importance. A variety of colloidal
systems has long been fully developed industrial products, such as, papers, inks, paints,
coatings, and ceramics in chemical industry and clays, minerals, aerosols, semiconductors
and solar cells in material industry [8-20]. More recently, novel uses have been found for
newly developed biological systems [21-32]. Listed in Table 1.1 is the examples of how
colloids of all phased of matter are important in a highly industrialized society [1].
A typical colloidal system is often viewed as being comprised of two phases: the
dispersed phase (the colloidal particle) and the dispersing medium (the solvent) separated
by a well-defined interface. These interfaces are regions of high free energy, where many
surface phenomena, such as adsorption and the formation of electrical double layers, take
place; therefore, surface properties dominate the behavior of colloidal systems and play
an integral role in colloidal science. To understand the observation of interfacial
phenomenon is the key to solve practical issues and exploit the commercial use of
colloidal systems. A primary concern in the application of colloidal systems is the
dispersion stability, in which the inter-particle interactions and the particle-solvent
interactions play an integral role. Therefore, structures and kinetic/dynamic processes at
colloidal interfaces are of practical and fundamental interest.
Since the interfacial properties is deterministic for colloidal behavior, the most
common practice to probe and modify the surface of the colloids is to have molecule
species with specific properties (i.e., a surfactant, an emulsifier) adsorbed at the interface.
Characterization of the molecular adsorption processes can therefore help to understand
2

and predict colloidal behaviors. Many investigations have focused on characterizing
molecular adsorptions for the understanding of the effect of the molecular-interface
interactions on colloidal behaviors as well as the nature of those adsorption processes
[33-36]. One of the recent interests is to study the deterministic factors, such as the
solvent ionic strength and ion specificity, which could influence molecular adsorption at
colloidal surfaces. Both direct and indirect measurements of the characteristics of
molecular adsorption has been conducted the details of which will be described in section
1.3.

1.2 Cell Membrane Interfaces
The interests in colloidal systems not only have technological reason but also
have anthropological reason. Living systems are one of the most intriguing and
challenging scientific area in the nature. Significant advances have been made in
understanding and explaining various biological processes. It has long been recognized
that the physiological conditions, size and structure, and the intrinsic properties of living
systems makes it possible to be treated at the colloidal level from several perspectives:
Firstly, living systems are usually made up of proteins, polyelectrolytes, and
amphiphilic molecules contained in an aqueous medium. Such molecules, by their size
and structure, not necessary be classified as colloids, but do possess colloidal properties.
They may further self-assemble into a great variety of organized structures that perform
extremely sophisticated chemical and biological transformations. For example, many
diseases are proved to be associated with malfunctions involving transformation of
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colloidal assemblies [1]. To understand and control those life processes can be achieved
by monitoring the characteristics and properties at the colloidal level.
Secondly, it has long been the research focus to exploit appropriate colloidal
systems to achieve efficient drug delivery. More than one membrane must be permeated
before a drug molecule passes from the outside into a capillary. The quantitative study of
absorption, distribution, metabolism, and elimination of drugs is therefore closely
associated with colloidal science. Most drug candidates often suffer from the First Pass
Effect, that drugs may be metabolized (for example, by the liver) following absorption
but before reaching systemic circulation. Another major limitation is that drug molecules
as well as drug carriers usually get quickly removed from the blood, plasma or serum
while effective drug delivery systems require sustained drug concentration. Applications
of self-assembled vesicles as well as nanoparticles in controlled drug release have been
reported [37, 38]. The control of targeted drug delivery and medical diagnostic systems
are actually highly dependent on our ability to control fundamental colloidal interactions.
Last but not least, in this thesis, we consider cell suspensions as colloidal systems
as well and characterize the interfacial properties of the cell membrane interfaces under
different conditions. Almost all of the prokaryotic cells and a lot of the eukaryotic cells
are within the size range of colloidal definition. Except that cells intend to stick to glass
walls, they can be suspended in physiological buffers and stay as stable suspensions
without sediment for a relatively long period of time. This is due to the specific
composition and organization of the cell membrane structure, the lipid bilayer structures.
The outer surface of the cell membrane is hydrophilic phosphate groups that favor the
aqueous environment in living systems. The natural cell membrane interfaces turned out
4

to be one of the best defined colloidal interfaces. Some of the cells would even have
special structures with the function to maintain certain cell shape. For example, the
murein layer in Gram-negative bacteria cells and the network of proteins that forms the
skeleton of the red blood cell (RBC) membrane. Uniformed cell shape makes cell
suspension a better model for colloidal characterizations. Almost all of the life processes
involve interfacial association with various molecules at the biological membranes as the
initial step. Further interactions occur at the cell membrane or transport through the cell
membranes can be all influenced by the very first interfacial adsorption processes. The
investigation of the cell membrane interface related chemical and biological processes
from a colloidal perspective will not only help to understand the intrinsic properties of
specific cell membrane interfaces and the associated interactions, but also provide a
model for predicting the general molecular adsorption and transport processes at
biological membranes.

The interfacial studies require experimental capabilities for

characterizing the structure and kinetic/dynamic processes at the colloidal and biological
membrane interfaces.

1.3 Interface Studies by Second Harmonic Generation
Many powerful techniques, such as LEED, XPS, IR, AFM, etc. [39], have been
developed to study solid surfaces, providing information on adsorption geometry, surface
chemical composition, as well as vibrational structures. However, UHV conditions are a
requirement for these surface investigation techniques, which makes it a common
limitation in terms of their application to buried interfaces, often involving liquid phases.
Therefore, optical techniques rather than electronic methods are favored since buried

5

interfaces are accessible to light. These optical techniques include absorption and
reflection spectroscopy, Raman and Infrared spectroscopy, fluorescence spectroscopy,
ellipsometry and light scattering [40].
However, for scientists immerged in colloidal systems, the conventional optical
techniques suffer the lack of surface sensitivity and selectivity. The barrier of probing
molecular interactions at colloidal surfaces is due to the fact that the spectroscopic signal
of a small surface population is often overwhelmed by a much larger contribution from
bulk species. The surface information is thus buried if the molecules of interest are
present both at the interface and in the bulk phase. However, the systems, including
vesicles, micelles, emulsions, droplets and cell suspensions have great importance in
nature and life sciences as discussed in the previous section. For these systems, the
adsorption of molecules at interfaces is described by the Gibbs adsorption equation and
the Langmuir adsorption isotherm. Only in very rare situations, the shifts in the spectra of
interfacial adsorbed molecules are sufficient to allow differentiation from the bulk
molecules [41-45], due to the inhomogeneous broadening in the condensed phase.
The arrival of interface specific non-linear optical techniques, i.e. Second
Harmonic Generation (SHG) and Sum Frequency Generation (SFG), overcome the main
obstacle of conventional linear optical techniques [46-50]. They are capable to achieve
selectivity between interfacial and bulk molecules and furthermore, the frequency of the
output optical signal lies in a different spectral region from that of the incident light,
which enables easy discrimination and detection of the desired signal. Therefore, SHG
and SFG have proven to be extremely useful in probing sub-monolayer of interfacial
adsorbed molecules. By employing tunable and ultra-short laser pulses, ultrafast
6

molecular reaction and relaxation dynamic processes can be directly probed at interfaces
[48, 49, 51].
The nonlinear optical technique used in this thesis is Second Harmonic
Generation (SHG). SHG is the second order nonlinear optical process, in which two
photons of one frequency (ω) simultaneously interact with a non-linear medium and
generate radiation at the second harmonic frequency (2ω). Similar principle for the
technique of Sum Frequency Generation (SFG) is that two frequencies (ω1 and ω2) of
light interact with medium and the sum frequency (ω1+ω2) is generated. In this thesis,
only SHG technique is employed to probe colloidal and biological interfaces. The
production of SHG is sensitive to the symmetry of the medium. It is believed that SHG is
electric-dipole forbidden in centrosymmetric media but allowed at interfaces where the
inversion symmetry is broken down. SHG is generated only from the few layers which
constitute the interface; therefore, the sensitivity of SHG technique is not determined by
the optical penetration depth (optical wavelength) as conventional optical techniques. The
symmetry sensitive nature of SHG makes it surface specific technique for the study of all
kinds of interfaces.
The interface studies have been advancing rapidly with the interface specific
nonlinear optical techniques, i.e. SHG and SFG. However, the application of SHG and
SFG was restricted to planar surface for a long time. Given the fact that the SHG
efficiency is usually small, for macroscopically flat interfaces, almost all of the SH
photons generated from interfaces can be collected in order to achieve the sub-monolayer
sensitivity. It was believed that the application of SHG to curved interfaces was not
feasible due to the reduced coherence and cancelled orientations. It wasn’t until 1996 that
7

Eisenthal group first reported the observation of SHG signal originated from the interface
of spherical polystyrene particles with adsorbed dye molecules.

Contrary to general

thinking, SHG turned out to be dipole allowed for centrosymmetric media as long as the
size scale is roughly within the range of tens of nanometers to microns. The light induced
second order polarizations from the “opposite” sides of the colloidal particle do not have
opposite phases and therefore do not cancel with each other. The investigation of buried
interfaces, such as vesicles, micelles, emulsions, droplets and cell suspensions, began to
grow since this major breakthrough. The effectiveness of SHG has been demonstrated on
a full scope of colloidal systems, including polymer particles [36, 52-54], nanoparticles
[55-58], carbon black particles [59], emulsions [53, 60], and living cells [61, 62].

1.4 Aim and Scope of this Dissertation
The non-destructive nature of SHG technique makes it ideal for the application to
systems of biological nature in an in-situ manner. In this thesis, we reported works on
investigating molecular adsorption at cell membrane interfaces as well as the subsequent
molecular transport kinetics through the cell membranes. We also present study on the
solvent salt effects on molecular adsorption at the colloidal interfaces. The study shed
light on the understanding of the interaction driving forces that control biological
processes and furthermore, the effects of local ionic conditions may have on interfacial
association of molecules.
Chapter 2 is the framework of the general theory of Second Harmonic Generation
(SHG) with the emphasis on interface studies. Both macroscopic and microscopic
descriptions are elaborated.
8

In chapter 3, it is demonstrated for the first time that the nonlinear optical
phenomenon Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) can be used to observe in real time the
transport of molecules through living cell membranes. The adsorption and transport of a
molecular ion at the E.coli outer and cytoplasmic membranes were recorded in sequence.
Adsorption isotherms were obtained and analyzed to give molecular adsorption
characteristics of free energy and adsorption density values. A kinetic model has been
established to characterize the molecular transport processes through the double bilayer
structures of the E.coli membranes. Transport of this hydrophobic ion through the outer
membrane is much faster than the cytoplasmic membrane reflecting the effectiveness of
ion transport porins. These observations illustrate that SHG can serve as an experimental
means for studying interactions of small molecules with cell membranes, and the
importance of the ionic nature and the detailed membrane structure in regulating
molecular transport. The time resolved observations and characterizations have advanced
the application of SHG technique to study the real time biological processes rather than
limited to steady-state approximated equilibriums.
To highlight the possibility that different living cell membranes may have
different molecular adsorption and transport properties, we examine a eukaryotic cell, the
Murine Erythroleukemia (MEL) cell, in chapter 4. It is the first time to employ MEL cells
as a model system for studying molecular interaction with eukaryotic cells. The size and
shape of MEL cells favor SHG detection in the forward direction. Adsorption free energy
as well as the maximum number density of model probe molecules has been determined
under different conditions. Different cell membranes may have different constitutions and
result in different interface characteristics as well as molecular transport mechanisms.
9

The collective behavior observed for molecular interactions with MEL cell interfaces
together with those reported in chapter 3 for E.coli cell membrane interfaces, provides a
new level of knowledge for the general understanding of molecular interactions at
biological membrane interfaces.
In chapter 5, Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) – has been applied to
investigate the solvent salt ion effects on molecule-surface interactions in aqueous
colloids. Malachite Green (MG) cationic dye were used as a SHG indicator to probe ion
effects on two model colloidal systems: the negatively charged polystyrene sulfate (PSS)
microspheres and the neutral polystyrene carboxyl (PSC) microspheres in aqueous
solutions at pH<4.0. MG adsorption behavior under different ionic strength and ion
specificity were examined. Modified and standard Langmuir models were employed to
analyze the adsorption isotherms obtained for PSS and PSC, respectively. The
electrostatic force dominated molecule-surface interaction between MG cations and the
sulfate terminations at PSS surface is largely affected by the ionic strength of the solution
but is not sensitive to the ion identity. The electrostatic contribution of the adsorption free
energy depends on the interfacial electric potential, which can be related to ionic strength
of the solvent salts through Gouy-Chapman model. On the other hand, the hydrophobic
force dominated molecule-surface interaction between hydrophobic regions of the MG
dye and PSC microsphere shows pronounced specific ion effects but is less affected by
ionic strength of the solution. Surface acquired anions will provide extra adsorption sites
for the cationic dye and the change in adsorption free energy reflects the electrostatic
interaction between the dye and the surface acquired anions. The experimental
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observations agree very well with both Hofmeister anion and cation series in the ability to
precipitate.
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Figure 1.1: A schematic representative of colloidal systems according to their typical
range of dimensions.
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Table 1.1: Examples of different types of colloids based on the dispersed particles and
the continuous medium.
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CHAPTER TWO
SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION AT INTERFACES

2.1 Introduction
Generally, polarization of the medium by an electromagnetic field can be
expressed as a power series [1]:
P   (1) E   (2) E E   (3) E E E  

(2.1)

where  (1) represents the linear susceptibility,  (2) the second order susceptibility, etc.
and Eω is the incoming electric field of frequency ω. The interaction of weak light field
with matter is dominated by linear process, but with intense field, higher order nonlinear
terms, second harmonic generation, third harmonic generation, etc. become observable.
Second harmonic generation (SHG) is a nonlinear process where a photon at the
frequency 2ω is generated from the interaction between intense light at frequency ω and a
nonlinear medium. In 1961, shortly after the invention of the optical laser as intense light
source, the first observation of optical second harmonic generation (SHG) was made
from

the noncentrosymmetric quartz

crystal

[2]. SHG generated from

the

centrosymmetric calcite crystal was also reported [3]. The field of nonlinear optics started
to grow. Experiments were conducted in other bulk media and SHG was observed from
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metal surface [4] and the liquid-air interface [5]. On the other hand, in order to interpret
the experimental observations, the theoretical treatments were also developed for
homogeneous nonlinear media [6] as well as the boundary of two centrosymmetric media
[7]. Initially, it was believed that the quadrupolar term in the nonlinear polarization that
acts as the source of SHG. However, observation of SH signal from the adsorbed layers
at silver surfaces showed that an additional surface dipole term must contribute. Since
then, theoretical description has started to attribute the origin of SHG to the symmetrybreaking nature of the surface [8]. It was not until early 1980s that the basic SHG theory
was sophisticated enough to relate the experimental observables to the surface molecular
properties [9-12]. Exhibiting strong sensitivity and selectivity to the interfacial region,
SHG has been developed into a powerful technique for interface studies. SHG has been
successfully applied to all kinds of planar interfaces as well as buried colloidal surfaces.
Much attention has been given to the molecular adsorption at these interfaces. A variety
of dye molecules [13-15], surfactants [16-18], proteins [19], and other biomolecules [20,
21] have been investigated. Only recently has SHG been extended to biomembrane
surfaces. Conprehensive reviews have been written on the extensive applicability of this
technique [22-30].

2.2 Theory of Second Harmonic Generation
When intense light interacts with a nonlinear medium, higher order polarization
terms are induced in addition to the linear polarization. Second harmonic generation is
the nonlinear process that two photons at frequency ω are coupled to produce one photon
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at the second harmonic frequency 2ω. As was described in the previous section, the
induced second order polarization P (2) can be expressed by itself as [9-12]:
P(2)   (2) E E

(2.2)

Since the second order polarization P (2) and the incoming electric field E at
frequency ω are vectors, and  (2) is a second order 3×3×3 tensor, a more rigorous
expression for eq. 2.2 is:
(2)
Pi (2)   ijk
Ej Ek

(2.3)

j ,k

where i, j, k are the three normal coordinates of laboratory system, respectively.
As an even order term in the polarization expression, second harmonic generation,
is sensitive to the symmetry of the medium. An inversion symmetry operation will
change both polar vectors’ sign: the second order polarization P (2) and the electric field

E . However, for a centrosymmetric medium with inversion symmetry  (2) does not
change sign upon inversion. Therefore, the expression for P (2) in a centrosymmetric
medium after inversion is:
 P(2)   (2) ( E )( E )

(2.4)

Comparison of equation 2.2 and 2.4 implies  (2)    (2) , which is impossible
unless  (2)  0 . Therefore,  (2) vanishes in isotropic media and second harmonic
generation is forbidden. However, at interfaces where inversion symmetry is no longer
conserved,  (2) is not necessarily equal to zero upon inversion operation, which makes
SHG an intrinsic interface specific technique.
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Complete treatment of SHG can be found in literature [6, 7, 10, 11, 25]. In this
chapter, we will focus on the theory of second harmonic generation at interfaces, from
both macroscopic and microscopic perspectives. The macroscopic second order nonlinear
response of the interface to the applied optical field is described by the macroscopic
second order nonlinear susceptibility,  (2) , which can be obtained from the experimental
observables. On the other hand, in order to obtain the microscopic properties of the
interface down to the molecular orientation level, we need to relate to the microscopic
hyperpolarizability  (2) of the molecules at interface.

In the following sections, we first discuss the radiation from a sheet of
polarization governed by the Maxwell’s equations. Then a discussion on the second order
nonlinear susceptibility and how it relates to the molecular energy level structures.
Finally, the transformation of in the molecular coordinates at system into with the
experimental laboratory coordinates is presented.
2.2.1 Phenomenological Mode and Maxwell’s Equation
The typical phenomenological model that widely adopted to treat the second
harmonic response from a planer interface is shown in Fig. 2.1. The interfacial region is
in between two centrosymmetric bulk media. The incoming electric field E at frequency
ω passes through medium 1 and gives rise to a nonlinear polarization P(2)  P NL at
frequency 2ω in the interfacial region. A small amount of fundamental is converted into
2ω in both the reflected direction in medium 1 and the transmitted direction in medium 2.
It is the former one we are going to consider here.
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The interfacial region usually occurs over a distance of only a few Angstroms,
consisting of only one or several molecular layers, the thickness of which is much smaller
than the wavelength of the incoming light. We consider the nonlinearity of the interface
as a sheet of the nonlinear source polarization imbedded in a dielectric medium with a
dielectric constant as ε’ shown in Fig. 2.1. The induced nonlinear polarization of the sheet
is described by:
P(2) (2 )   ( z)  (2) E E

(2.5)

where  ( z ) is a delta function representing the thickness of the interfacial layer.
The nonlinear polarization P(2)  P NL generated from the interface is governed by
the Maxwell’s equations, from which the wave equation can be derived as [1]:
2

 ( E ) 

 2  2 E
c2

2

t 2



4  2 P NL
c 2 t 2

(2.6)

and
 E  4P NL

(2.7)

Satisfying boundary conditions[10]:
Bx  4 i

2
Py
c

(2.8)

By  4 i

2
Px
c

(2.9)

Bz  0

(2.10)

Ex  

4 Pz
 ' x

(2.11)

E y  

4 Pz
 ' y

(2.12)
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Dz  4 (

Px Py

)
x y

(2.13)

Where Bx represents the difference of Bx across the interface:
Bx  Bx ( z  0 )  Bx ( z  0 )

(2.14)

And similar relations for all other boundary condition terms in eq. 2.9-2.13, respectively.
Solving the Maxwell’s equations (eq. 2.6 and 2.7) with boundary conditions (eq.
2.8 -2.13) gives the expressions for the p- (parallel to the table) and s- (perpendicular to
the laboratory table) polarized components of the reflected second harmonic electric field,
and, respectively [10]:
E p2 

i 4 k1

(k2 z PxNL  2 k x PzNL )
 2 k1z  1k2 z
'

(2.15)

E p2 

i 4 k1 k1 NL
Py
k1z  k2 z 1

(2.16)

k1z  k1 cos i , k2 z  k2 cos r , and k2 x  k2 sin r , where k1 and k 2 are the wave vectors of

E2 in media 1 and 2; the subscripts x, y, and z denote x-, y-, and z- components in the
laboratory coordinate system;  i is the incident angle and  r the refractive angle. PxNL ,
PyNL and PzNL are the Cartesian components of the second order nonlinear polarization.

The nonlinear polarization, P NL at 2ω, should be expressed in terms of the local
electric field E' L in the layer of polarization sheet, which is different from the input
optical fields:
P NL   (2) : E' L E' L

(2.17)
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The components of P NL , i.e., PxNL PyNL and PzNL , can be expressed with the
susceptibility tensor elements,  ijk(2) , as:
(2) ' L
Pi NL   ijk
E j ( ) Ek' L ( )

(2.18)

j ,k

The tensor elements  ijk(2) as well as the local field E' L need to be examined to give the
explicit expressions for the Cartesian components of the polarization P NL , i.e., PxNL PyNL
and PzNL , which will be presented later in this chapter.
2.2.2 Second Order Nonlinear Susceptibility
2.2.2.1 Molecular Energy Level and Second Order Nonlinear Susceptibility
Second order nonlinear susceptibility  (2) describes the response of the medium
to the applied field. This macroscopic property of the interface can be related to the
molecular energy level structures [1]. The full expression for the nonlinear
susceptibilities under dipolar approximation can be expressed as [31]:

 (2)  
i, f

g | |i i| | f

f ||g

gi     i ig  gf  2   i fg 




(2.19)

Where g |  | i represents the transition dipole moment from g to i state,  gi is the
corresponding optical frequency of the transition,  ig is the linewidth associated with the
transition, etc. Eq. 2.17 clearly demonstrated that the magnitude of the  (2) will be greatly
enhanced when the fundamental or the second harmonic frequency is in resonance with
that of a molecular transition. This condition can be satisfied by selecting proper
fundamental wavelength so that ω or 2ω is close to  gi or  gf . Illustrated in Fig. 2.2 is
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an energy diagram in which the SH frequency 2ω is in resonant enhancement with the
electronic transition from the ground state to the excited state.
2.2.2.2 Second Order Nonlinear Susceptibility Tensor
The second order nonlinear susceptibility  (2) is a third rank tensor with
3×3×3=27 elements. Symmetry operations can reduce the number of the elements [32,
33]. For an isotropic interface, though the inversion symmetry is broken along axis z,
other symmetries are still preserved. Due to the rotational symmetry around axis z, which
makes x and y indistinguishable, many components of disappear. Only 7 non-vanishing
tensor elements survive, with 4 independent values [32]:
(2)
 zzz

(2.20a)

(2)
(2)
 zxx
  zyy

(2.20b)

(2)
(2)
 xzx
  yzy

(2.20c)

(2)
(2)
 xxz
  yyz

(2.20d)

For SHG, the number can be further reduced by recognizing the fact that the order of the
(2)
 ikj(2) . Plus the
input electric fields does not matter since they are identical, ijk

equivalence of x and y at an isotropic surface, we have:
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
 xzx
  yzy
  xxz
  yyz

(2.20e)

Altogether 3 independent tensor elements remain: eq. 2.20a, 2.20b and 2.20e.
2.2.2.3 Electric Fields in the Interface Layer and Polarization Expressions of SHG
Given eq. 2.20, the expressions for the three Cartesian components of the
polarization from eq.2.18 are simplified into:
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(2) ' L
PxNL  2 xzx
Ez ( ) Ex' L ()

(2.21a)

(2) ' L
PyNL  2 yzy
Ez ( ) Ey' L ( )

(2.21b)

(2) ' L
(2)
PzNL   zzz
Ez ( )2   zxx
( Ex' L ( )2  Ey' L ( )2 )

(2.21c)

Here the electric fields Ex' L ( ) , E y' L ( ) , and Ez' L ( ) in the interface layer are
different from the input optical fields Es and. Ep . The relation between the two are
given by the Fresnel transmission coefficients, and the appropriate continuity conditions
[32].
As was shown in Figure 2.1, the incoming electric field comes from medium 1 to
the interface at an angle  i , and is then refracted into medium 2 at an angle  r .  r can be
obtained by Snell’s Law:
ni sin i  nr sin r

(2.22)

The Fresnel transmission coefficients (which are the ratio of the transmitted to incident
fields) are given by [34]:

Ts 

E2s 2cos i sin  r

E1s
sin(i   r )

(2.23a)

Tp 

2cos i sin  r
E2p

p
E1 sin(i   r ) cos(i   r )

(2.23b)

Since E is continuous between the interface and medium 2, at the boundary the continuity
conditions yield:
Ex2 ( )  Ex' L ( )

(2.24a)

Ey2 ( )  Ey' L ( )

(2.24b)
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E2 ( )  

 ' 'L
E ( )
2 

(2.24c)

Therefore, for expressions of the components of E 'L , we have:

Ex' L ( )  Tp Ep cos r

(2.25a)

Ey' L ( )  Ts Es

(2.25b)

Ez' L ( )  

2
Tp Ep sin r
'

(2.25c)

The expressions in eq. 2.25 may be substituted into eq. 2.21, and then into eq. 2.15 and
2.16 to obtain the overall expressions for second harmonic field components E p2 and
Es2 as functions of input field components Es and Ep . The macroscopic nonlinear

susceptibility  (2) can be extracted by selecting the incoming optical fields and measuring
the s- and p- polarized second harmonic generation components.
2.2.3 Transformation of Susceptibilities to Molecular Polarizabilities
The macroscopic susceptibility elements  ijk(2) can be written as the sum of the
individual molecular polarizabilities i(2)
' j ' k ' through a statistical average over molecular
orientations:

 (2)  N s  (2)

(2.26)

where is the number density of adsorbates at the interface and the brackets denote an
average over the orientation distribution of the adsorbates. Eq. 2.26 is valid for coherent
processes such as SHG from an interface, where the in phase individual oscillating
dipoles act as a collective oscillating dipole.
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In order to find out the individual components  ijk(2) , a relationship is needed
between the laboratory frame of reference (x, y, z) and the molecular frame of reference
(x’, y’, z’). As is illustrated in Figure 2.3, the transformation between the two sets of
coordinates may be made using a matrix T defined by three Euler angles, θ, ϕ, and ψ,
where   (0,  ) is the angle between z and z’,   (0, 2 ) is the azimuthal angle about z
axis of the laboratory coordinate system, and   (0, 2 ) is the azimuthal angle about z’
axis of the molecular coordinate system. The two sets of coordinates are related:
 x
 x '   Txx ' Txy ' Txz '   x ' 
 
 
  
 y   T  y '    Tyx ' Tyy ' Tyz '   y ' 
z
 z ' T
 
 
   zx ' Tzy ' Tzz '   z ' 

(2.27)

Where the transformation matrix T can be obtained by performing three
counterclockwise rotations of the molecule as illustrated in Figure 2.3:
(1) Rotate molecule about the z-axis to obtain ϕ, represented by:

 cos 

T ( )    sin 
 0


sin 
cos 
0

0

0
1 

(2) Rotate molecule about the x’-axis to obtain θ, represented by:

0
1

T ( )   0 cos 
 0  sin 


0 

sin  
cos  

(3) Rotate about the z’-axis to obtain ψ, represented by:

 cos

T ( )    sin
 0


sin
cos
0

0

0
1 

The complete transformation matrix is the product of all three rotation matrices:
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T  T ( )T ( )T ( )
 cos cos   cos  sin  sin

   sin cos   cos  sin  cos

sin  sin 


cos sin   cos  cos  sin
 sin sin   cos  cos  cos
 sin  cos 

sin  sin 
 (2.28)
sin  cos 

1


Therefore, the relationship between  ijk(2) and i(2)
' j ' k ' is:

ijk(2)  N s  Tii 'T jj 'Tkk ' i(2)
' j 'k '

(2.29)

i ' j 'k '

Where Tii 'T jj 'Tkk ' is the product of the possible combinations of the elements of the
transformation matrix T which can be found in eq. 2.28.
If the Hamiltonian of a certain orientation ( ,  , ) is H  E ( ,  , ) , the above
average will be:



(2)
ijk

 Ns  
i ' j 'k '

(2)
i ' j 'k '

T T

T ( ,  , )e  E ( , , ) d 

ii ' jj ' kk '

  E ( , , )
d
e

(2.30)

where dΩ is the integral element of the solid angel Ω(θ, ϕ, ψ).
For centrosymmetric medium, E ( ,  , )  0 indicates that all orientation states
are equally favorable. By integrating over the whole solid angle range   (0,  )

  (0, 2 ) , and   (0, 2 ) we have ijk(2)  0 .
The general case at an interface is that for a uniaxial molecule, which has a well
defined molecular axis and its nonlinear polarizability tensor  (2) is dominated by a
single element  z(2)
' z ' z ' with z’ along the molecular axis. The interface has a rotational
symmetry along the interface normal, therefore, E( ,  , )  E( ) , which indicates that
the orientation in ϕ and ψ are random. As was described before that only three
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independent non-zero elements of  (2) survive (eq. 2.20). Both ϕ and ψ get averaged out
and leaves the expressions for nonlinear susceptibility as a function of θ alone:
(2)
3
 zzz
 N s  z(2)
' z ' z ' cos 

(2.31a)

1
2

(2.31b)

1
2

(2.31c)

(2)
3
 zxx
 N s  z(2)
' z ' z ' cos   cos 

(2)
3
 xzx
 N s  z(2)
' z ' z ' cos   cos 

Generally, if the interfacial molecule is in resonance with the incoming light or
SHG light, only one transition is dominant, we can consider it uniaxial along the
transition axis. For molecules which are not uniaxial, the expressions of the elements of

 (2) can be worked out similarly, given the knowledge of the possible non-zero elements
of the molecular nonlinear polarizability  (2) from the molecular symmetry [32]. Later in
this thesis, a molecule Malachite Green (MG), which has a C2v symmetry, will be used as
a probe molecule. For MG,  z(2)
' x ' x ' is the dominant tensor element. The three independent
elements of  (2) can be expressed as:
(2)
2
2
 zzz
 N s  z(2)
' x ' x ' cos  sin  sin 

(2.32a)

1
2

(2.32b)

1
2

(2.32c)

(2)
2
2
 zxx
 N s  z(2)
' x ' x ' cos   cos  sin  sin 

(2)
2
2
 xzx
 N s  z(2)
' x ' x '  cos  sin  sin 
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2.3 Second Harmonic Generation at Colloidal Interfaces
Second harmonic generation is only allowed, in the electric dipole approximation,
in the symmetry broken systems [35-37], such as surfaces and interfaces, but is generally
thought to be forbidden, in centrosymmetric system such as bulk liquids. In the previous
sections, generation of SHG from a planer surface has been described. It was believed
that, as centrosymmetric system, surfaces of colloids cannot be investigated using SHG.
In 1996, Eisenthal and coworkers first demonstrated that SHG can occur at the surface of
spherical colloidal particles when the surface is adsorbed with molecules with detectable
second-order polarizabilities [38].
A sophisticated description of the interference of the SH fields generated from
molecules adsorbed at all regions of the particle and the SH signal scattered in all solid
angles can be fully analyzed using the nonlinear Rayleigh-Gans-Debye (NLRGD) theory.
Angular resolved measurements and size effects studies of SHG from spherical colloidal
particle surfaces have been reported [39-41].
In this thesis, the dimensions of the colloidal and biological objects under
investigation are of micron size. A simple, yet illustrative model firstly presented by
Eisenthal and coworkers [38] can be used to explain the generation of SHG from a
micron sized centrosymmetric colloidal suspension.
Individual, isolated, non-centrosymmetric molecules can generate second
harmonic radiation [42]. When two molecules near each other are oppositely oriented, the
radiated field generated will cancel one another. Therefore, for the molecules dissolved in
the bulk solution, the net coherent radiated field from such a collection of randomly
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oriented molecules is zero for symmetry reasons. This can be understood through the fact
that for each molecule oriented in a given direction, there is another one oriented in the
opposite direction and located at a distance which is much less than the coherence length
of the process. The nonlinear polarization from the bulk species are out of phase with
each other, the statistical sum of which is zero, resulting in no coherent second harmonic
generation.
In contrast, it must be mentioned that, incoherent second order light scattering
called hyper-Rayleigh scattering can be observed from the centrosymmetric bulk solution
[43]. This phenomenon originates from the fluctuations in orientation and density of the
molecules in the bulk solution, which disrupt the phase cancellation mentioned above.
This contribution does not have a surface origin and is small enough in our experiments
to be neglected.
The phase cancellation is only true for particles of the size much smaller than the
incident wavelength. For particles of the size comparable or larger than the wavelength of
the incoming beam, the elimination of the phase cancellation occurs due to the symmetry
broken on a microscopic scale. Consider a simple model of a spherical particle with only
two identical molecules, separated by the particle diameter L and adsorbed with opposite
orientations, as is shown in Figure 2.4. The oppositely oriented molecules have nonlinear
polarizabilities  (2) , of opposite sign. And also in this simple model, the SH signal is
generated along the fundamental beam propagation direction. Therefore, the total second
harmonic field E2 at the forward direction detector due to these two particles is of the
form:
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E2   (2) E E (1  ei k L )

(2.33)

where the scattering vector  k is defined as

k  k 2  2k 

(2.34)

And k 2 and k  are the light propagation vectors for the second harmonic at 2ω and
fundamental at ω, respectively. The amplitude of the scattering vector can be calculated
as:
k 

4 (n  n2 )





4n

(2.35)



From eq. 2.33-2.35, it is clear that if the separation of the two oppositely oriented
molecules L is much less than the wavelength  of the fundamental beam, then

k  L  1 and E2  0 . On the other hand, if the separation of the two molecules is
comparable to the wavelength of the incoming beam, then k  L ~ 1 , which means
constructive interference of the SH polarization from the two molecules. In fact, when the
magnitude of k  L equals π, E2 will be at a maximum, which is of twice that of the
individual molecule.
Take one step further, if the propagation directions of the fundamental and SH
lights are no longer parallel to each other, i.e. there is an angle between the two beams  s .
In this case, the total second harmonic field from the two oppositely oriented molecules is
of the same form in eq. 2.33, however, the amplitude of the scattering vector should be
calculated differently:
k  2k2 sin

s
2



4 n2

2

sin

s

(2.36)

2
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The condition for constructive interference (phase matching) is:
k  L 

4 n2

2

sin

s
2

L 

(2.37)

Eq. 2.37 clearly demonstrated that the phase matched SH intensity appears at larger
scattering angles with decreasing particle sizes.
Colloidal particles and living cells used for the studies in this thesis are of micronsize dimensions. The size is close to the 840nm fundamental light that is used, which
favors forward direction detection of the coherent SHG signal generated. The principle
and method described in this section allows the investigation of complex interfacial
systems. This major breakthrough in colloidal and interface science now shows its power
in investigating biological systems at a colloidal level.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the typical phenomenological model to treat the second
harmonic response from a planer interface between two isotropic bulk media
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Figure 2.2: The energy diagram of SHG in which the SH frequency 2ω is in resonant
enhancement with the electronic transition from the ground state g to the excited state

f .
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of the rotations to transform from molecular coordinates to lab
coordinates using Euler angles [44].
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of SHG from two SH producing molecules adsorbed at
centrosymmetric particles with opposite orientations. The upper panel is the case when
the particle size is much less than the wavelength of the incident light, while the lower
case is the particle size comparable to the coherent length.
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CHAPTER THREE
MOLECULAR ADSORPTION AND TIME-RESOLVED
MOLECULAR TRANSPORT ACROSS E.COLI CELL
MEMBRANES

3.1 Introduction
Biological membranes possess unique structures and perform specific
biochemical functions that are necessary for protecting the living cells and maintaining
bio-activities of the organism. A primary role of the cell membrane as a boundary
between the cell interior and the outside environment is to regulate transport of ions,
nutrients, metabolites, peptides, and proteins into and out of the cell. Numerous studies
have been done on revealing the transmembrane movements of essential metal ions [1-3]
such as Na+, K+, and Ca2+ as well as organic nutrients like amino acids, sugars, and
nucleotides [4-6]. A substantial knowledge base has been established for understanding
transport of small ions through cell membranes. This, however, is not the case for
molecules in general.
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The importance of gaining fundamental understanding on what are the factors
determining the adsorption and penetration of molecules at cell membranes has inspired
the development of a variety of experimental approaches. In addition to contributing to
fundamental knowledge, experimental capability for characterizing kinetic processes
taking place at the cell membrane carries also practical significance. Transport
characteristics of small and medium molecules are crucial for rational drug design in
pharmacology as well as for understanding important cell membrane relevant phenomena
in environmental science.
The investigation of the adsorption and transport of small and medium size
molecules has been conducted for decades through a variety of methods including
electrical relaxation [7, 8], voltage-clamp [9], fluorescence [10], EPR spin label [11], and
assay [12, 13]. These methods rely on measurements of in-cell and out-of-cell
concentrations of the molecule of interest for deducing what is happening at the cell
membrane. Real time measurement of concentration in the solution phase, but not at the
membrane, can be achieved but only under harsh restrictions. For example, the electrical
relaxation approach requires application of exterior voltage so that it is best performed
only on flat membrane systems. The voltage-clamp technique involves a clamp voltage
which is highly perturbing to membranes. The fluorescence technique, on the other hand,
cannot directly distinguish the molecules adsorbed on the membrane from those in the
bulk solution. Overall, studies of molecular transport of intact, living cells have been
restricted to steady-state measurements of solution, not membrane, characteristics
without time-resolution.
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We report in this chapter the use of the nonlinear optical phenomenon - Second
Harmonic Generation (SHG) – for studying molecular transport through living cell
membranes with real time-resolution. The SHG method has the advantage of directly
differentiating molecules adsorbed on the cell membrane from those in the bulk solution.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of the method by characterizing the transport of a
hydrophobic ion through living E.coli cell membranes. Transport rate constant and
adsorption density and energy on both the inner and outer membranes of the E.coli cell
have been determined.
The first demonstration of the detection of SHG from dye molecules adsorbed on
the surface of micro-colloidal particles was performed by Eisenthal and coworkers [14].
More recently it has been shown that SHG arising from nanoparticles with diameters
much smaller than the optical coherence length can still be detected at specific phase
matching angles [15]. Eisenthal and coworkers have also shown that this SHG technique
can be used to measure in real time molecular transport through a vesicle liposome
membrane [16-20]. The measurement is based on the anticipation that as the dye
molecules adsorb on the opposite sides of a membrane they would have exactly opposite
orientation and subsequently the SH fields generated from the two sides of the membrane
cancel each other out. Consequently during the diffusion stage following the initial
adsorption of the dye molecules at the outside surface, the SHG signal displayed a
decrease as dye molecules enter the vesicle and adsorb to the inside wall of the
membrane.
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3.2 Experiment
3.2.1 The Laser System
A schematic illustration of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3.1. The laser
source for the fundamental light we used for the Second Harmonic Generation was
provided by a Ti: Sapphire femtosecond laser (Coherent Mira Seed, oscillator only)
pumped by an Ar ion laser (Coherent Innova 310). The laser combination generates
nominally 50 fs laser pulses with less than 4 nJ pulse energy at 76 MHz repetition rate
with tunable wavelength from 780nm to 840nm. The operating wavelength was set at
840nm whose second harmonic is in resonance with the electronic transition of the
malachite green (MG) dye molecule to get resonantly enhanced SHG signal. The details
of malachite green will be given in Chapter 3.2.3.
The femtosecond laser pulses were used because they provided the high peak
power necessary for the nonlinear optical process, while on the other hand, the heating
and photochemical effects from light absorption could be kept at the minimum due to the
low pulse energy. The 1mm diameter fundamental laser beam, with an averaged output
power of 0.4W, was focused with a 2 in. fl lens into the sample liquid jet, resulting in an
approximate peak intensity of 4×109W/cm2 inside the sample. A long pass filter (Schott
RG695) was placed before the lens to get rid of any possible SHG from the components
in the optical path up to the sample which ensured the collected SHG signal was all
generated from our sample. The laser beam, after exiting the sample, was collected with a
2 in. fl lens and collimated by an 8 in.-4 in. lens assembly. The total light collected
consisted of fundamental and second harmonic in the same forward direction, then passed
through a set of band-pass filters (Schott BG39) for filtering out the fundamental as
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much as possible before entered a monochromater (Jarrel-Ash 1/4m) where only the
second harmonic wavelength was allowed to pass through. The monochromater with
1mm slit at both entrance and exit was set at 420nm with 2nm bandwidth. The
combination of the BG39 filters and the monochromater effectively eliminated
fluorescence and scattering light at other wavelengths. The rectangular nature of the
monochromater slit restricted the light collected within ±20º in the vertical direction and
only ±2º in the horizontal direction to enter the monochromator. The signal was then
detected by a photomultiplier (Hamamatsu R585). The output was then

preamplified

with a Stanford Research Systems SR 440 amplifier and processed through a correlated
photon counting system (SRS SR400). The discrimination voltage for suppression of the
statistical random noise was set at -100mV when the PMT was powered at -1300 V. The
signal collected was averaged over 1 sec.
3.2.2 Sample Flow-jet Circulation System
The cell sample was prepared in a flow/titration system (Fig. 3.1). The cell
suspension was pumped with a small motorized liquid pump to form a liquid jet through
a nozzle made out of pressed stainless steel tubing with 1/16 in. inner diameter. The cell
suspension in the reservoir was forced out and collected back through Nalgene tubing
connected to the nozzle and was continuously stirred using a magnetic stirrer. The cell
suspension volume in the circulation tubing was kept small enough compared to the total
sample volume to prevent significant error of the concentration reading. The laser
intercepted the center of the jet perpendicularly and passed through the jet with
approximately 1mm path length. The windowless liquid jet prevented SHG from
background materials and improved the S/N. Aqueous solutions of MG dye at know high
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concentrations were added into the cell suspension reservoir by a digital titration buret
(CAT Contiburet) This allowed synchronized data collection with titration and enables
the collection of SH intensity as a function of dye concentration added. A 4-sec interval
in the titration experiment was allowed between the dye aliquots to ensure the
equilibrium state of the sample was reached. The effect of the volume change caused by
the titration amount was included in the analysis.
3.2.3 Malachite Green (MG) Dye
MG dye used was Malachite Green oxalate salt purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
and used without further purification. The basic specifications of MG are tabulated in
Table 3.1[21]. Malachite Green is a water-soluble cationic triphenylmethane dye. When
dissolved in aqueous solutions, MG adopts different ionic forms depending on the pH of
the solution [21, 22]. MG is in its single-charged cationic form between pH 2 and 7. The
structure of MG cation and its spectral feature is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The z’
polarized transition arises from exciting of an electron from nonbonding molecular
orbital to the second highest occupied bonding orbital and appears electronic transition
S2 S0 at around 420nm. Spectrum of two photon absorption and excited fluorescence
are shown in Fig. 3.3. The peak of two-photon absorption is around 430nm and the
fluorescence is centered at 460nm, is an unrelaxed emission from the second excited state
S2 to the ground state S0. The two photon fluorescence from bulk MG (λmax~460nm)
therefore has only a small tail extending to the second harmonic wavelength (420nm).
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3.2.4 Cell Culture
The E.coli MC4100 strain was grown at 37℃ in Terrific Broth until saturation.
The cells were centrifuged, washed and re-suspended in distilled water for use in the
SHG experiments, typically with a concentration of 2~4×107 cells/ml.

3.3 Modified Langmuir Adsorption Model
3.3.1 Adsorption Isotherms
The conventional way to characterize adsorption processes is to monitor the
adsorption isotherm. There are four major classes of adsorption isotherms (Figure 3.4)
[23] according to the initial slope. The four main classes are names: the S, L
(“Langmuir”), H (“high affinity”), and C (“constant partition”) isotherms. The S class
represents the adsorption type with side-by-side association between adsorbed molecules.
The L class is the best known Langmuir adsorption isotherm, which assumes no interadsorbate attractions. The H class is a special case of L curve, in which the adsorbate has
such high affinity that in dilute solutions it is completely adsorbed, or at least there is no
measurable amount remaining in solution. The initial part of the isotherm is therefore
vertical. The C class describes the constant partition of adsorbates between solution and
substrate, right up to the maximum possible adsorption, where an abrupt change to a
horizontal plateau occurs. The variations in the four classes are further divided into subdivisions according to the amount that adsorbs. Sub-division1 represents adsorption of
less than a monolayer, while 2 shows monolayer adsorption. 3 and 4 represent multilayer
adsorption and 5 occurs when there is association between the adsorbates in solution. The
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adsorption processes investigated in this thesis can be best described by the L2 class, the
details of which will be discussion in the following sections.
3.3.2 Modified Langmuir Adsorption Model
The Langmuir adsorption model was developed by Irving Langmuir in 1916 [24].
There are three assumptions: 1) adsorption is limited to a monolayer, 2) the surface is
divided into sites for adsorption with equal probability of adsorption to each site, and 3)
there are no inter-adsorbate interactions [25].
The Langmuir kinetics describes the adsorption as the “reaction” between the
adsorbates in the bulk solution and those on the colloidal surface.
Adsorbates in Bulk + Empty Surface Site

where

k1
k -1

Filled Surface Site

(3.1)

k1 and k1 is the rate constant for adsorption and desorption, respectively. The

kinetic equation is as follow:
dN
(C  N )
 k1
( N max  N )  k1 N
dt
55.5

(3.2)

where N is the number of adsorbed molecules on the surface, N max is the maximum
adsorption density, C is the total concentration of the adsorbate molecules, including
both the molecules in the bulk and adsorbed on the surface. 55.5 is the molarity of water.
At equilibrium:
dN
0
dt

The expression for surface coverage
constant

(3.3)

 can be related to C , N max and the equilibrium

K , defined as K  k1 / k1 :
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N


N max

(C  N max 

55.5
55.5 2
)  (C  N max 
)  4CN max
K
K
2 N max

(3.4)

The model can be used to analyze the adsorption isotherm of dye adsorption at
colloidal surface.

K and N max can be obtained from a fit of the adsorption isotherm. K

can then be used to determine the adsorption free energy of the adsorbate molecule on the
surface using G  RT ln K .
The modified Langmuir model is actually the complete form of Langmuir model
without further assumptions. Generally, for micro surfaces, such as microparticles and
emulsion surfaces, the effective surface area can be very large. Hence, N can be
comparable to C most of the time and cannot be neglected from the

(C  N ) term in

equation 3.2. Therefore, in most cases, the modified Langmuir model should be used to
analyze adsorption isotherms obtained for colloidal systems. In the following section, we
will show the application of the model in a specific case, the molecular adsorption of MG
at E.coli cell membrane surface under physiological pH.
3.3.3 Application of the Modified Langmuir Model in Analyzing MG Adsorption
under Physiological pH Value
The E.coli experiments presented in this chapter were performed under
physiological pH = 7.4±0.1 while the literature reported pKa of MG cation is 6.80 [22],
therefore, at pH=7.4 only a fraction of MG molecules exist in cationic form, but it is the
MG cation that gives resonantly enhanced and readily detectable SH signal as described
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in chapter 3.2.3. In this situation, we need to consider both equilibriums involving MG in
the system:

MG + + Empty Cell Surface Site

MG + + H2O

ka
k -a

k1
k -1

Filled Cell Surface Site

MG  OH + H+

(3.5)
(3.6)

The kinetic equations are:

dN
[ MG  ]
 k1
( N max  N )  k1 N
dt
55.5

(3.7)

d [ MG  ]
[ MG  ]
 k1
( N max  N )  k1 N
dt
55.5
ka [ MG  ]  k a [ H  ][ MG  OH ]

(3.8)

where C  [MG  OH ]  [MG  ]  N . [MG  OH ] , [ MG  ] and N is the number of

MG  OH in bulk, MG  cations in bulk, and MG  cations adsorbed on the cell
membrane surface, respectively. ka and k-a the rate constant for the equilibrium between
MG cations and neutral form.
At equilibrium, the expression of the surface coverage  for the pH-adjusted
Langmuir model can be derived as follow:

N


N max

(C  N max 

55.5
55.5 2
)  (C  N max 
)  4CN max
K
K
2 N max

(3.9)

[H  ]
ka
k1
where K 
; Ka 
; and  
. Therefore, a nonlinear least-square fitting
Ka  [H  ]
k a
k1
of the adsorption isotherm will allow the determination of  K and N max . K can then be
calculated at the given pH value, and then be used to calculate the adsorption free energy

G  RT ln K .

In order to analyze the adsorption isotherms obtained as the SH
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intensity I SH versus MG concentration, one last step is to relate I SH to the surface
coverage  , details of which will be given in the following section.
3.3.4 Surface Coverage and SHG
The theoretical model for analyzing the adsorption isotherms recorded as SH
intensity versus molecule concentration measured from the colloidal system has been
established and reported [26, 27]. As is learned from previous studies, the SH intensity
I SH is related to the adsorbate coverage  on the particle surface and can be generally

represented as
I SH  B  (b  a ei )2

(3.10)

The interface contribution to SHG has two sources: the contribution from the bulk and
bare surface depicted by parameter b and the contribution from the surface adsorbed dye
depicted by the term a ei . In the surface contribution term a ei , a corresponds to the
SH polarization at full surface dye coverage,  is the surface dye coverage as a fraction
of the full coverage. The two sources may interfere and ei is the phase factor between
the particle surface SHG contribution b and the surface adsorbed dye SHG contribution a .
All other incoherent contributions detected as signal that are not related to the liquidcolloidal interface are summarized in background noise term B .
For our experiments, equation 3.10 can be simplified with b and  set to zero,
since the SHG contribution from the bulk colloidal surface is negligible. A typical
adsorption isotherm should look like Figure 3.5, equation 3.9 and 3.10 together can be
used to relate the SHG intensity

I SH to C , and a nonlinear least-square fit of the
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experimentally measured SH intensity
and

I SH as a function of C can give parameters N max

K .

3.4 Results and Discussion:
3.4.1 Molecular Adsorption onto E.coli Cell Suface
For demonstrating the utility of this nonlinear optical technique for examining
molecular transport through living cell membrane, we choose gram-negative bacteria
E.coli which has two cell membranes (Fig. 3.6): a cytoplasmic lipid-bilayer inner
membrane and an outer membrane which is asymmetric in the bilayer structure with an
outer leaflet covered by long polysaccharide chains and a phospholipid inner leaflet. The
E.coli cell is typically a rod 2 m long with 1 m diameter. For this size particle, the
surface generated SH light can be amply detected at the forward scattering direction [28,
29].
The molecule for study is the positively charged hydrophobic ion, the malachite
green (MG) dye. Its structure mimics many small/medium size hydrophobic ions. The
charge is surrounded by propeller-like hydrophobic groups (Fig. 3.2) and is delocalized
by symmetry so the molecule binds to and readily permeates through lipid membranes in
a simple diffusion mechanism [7, 30]. At the wavelength we chose for the SHG
measurement, the MG ion gives resonantly enhanced and readily detectable SH signal.
We anticipate this hydrophobic ion to diffuse through the polysaccharide chains
and adsorb onto the negatively charged outer membrane surface. The hydrophobic ion,
with molecular weight 329.4 Da, may then penetrate through the outer membrane either
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through the porin channels or directly through the phospholipid bilayer. The classic porin
trimer, the ompF, contains three channels each with a 7x11 Å2 bottleneck known to
exclude uncharged hydrophobic solutes but permits passive diffusion of hydrophilic
compounds with molecular weight smaller than 600 Da [31]. Diffusion of the MG ion
through the outer membrane results in MG concentration inside the cell. Subsequent
adsorption to the inner surface of the outer membrane, adsorption to the outer surface of
the inner membrane, diffusion through the inner membrane, and adsorption onto the inner
surface of the inner membrane may occur, Fig. 3.6. It is expected that adsorption onto the
outer surfaces of the two membranes will lead to increase of the SHG signal while
adsorption onto the inner surfaces, following membrane diffusions, will result in decrease
in the SHG signal, Fig. 3.7.
The MG dye in solution form was mixed into the E.coli solution to reach a
selected initial concentration at t=0. As expected, a rapid initial rise in the SH signal was
observed due to adsorption of MG ions onto the cell, Fig. 3.7. As time proceeds, the
hydrophobic ions penetrate the bacteria membrane and bind to its inner leaflet, resulting
in the decay of the signal. However, instead of a monotonic decay, another rise and decay
appear in the signal, reflecting occurrence of subsequent adsorption and transport
processes at the inner cytoplasmic membrane.
It is found that the time-profile of the SH signal depends on the MG concentration
applied, Fig. 3.8. There is an apparent second rise when the MG concentration is
relatively low, from 0.25 µM to 1.00 µM. The magnitude of the second rise decreases
when the MG concentration is increased to higher values. In the following we extract the
molecular transport rate constants of each membrane from analyzing the time-resolved
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traces. But first we determine the adsorption characteristics of the MG ion on the E.coli
cell membrane.
In Fig. 3.8 the initial SH intensity is proportional to the square of the coverage of
the MG ion on the cell membrane prior to its diffusion into the cell. By plotting the
intensity of the SH signal at t=0 as a function of the MG concentration as in Fig. 3.9, we
obtain the adsorption isotherm which can be quantitatively described by a modified
Langmuir Model (chapter 3.3.2). The experiments were performed under physiological
pH = 7.4±0.1. In the model analysis, the influence of the pH on the MG-MG ion
equilibrium [22] has to be included (chapter 3.3.3).
A nonlinear least-square fit of the SHG-expressed adsorption isotherm yields the
maximum adsorption density of MG ion on the cell as N max = (7.4±1.2)×107/cell or
(1.2±0.2)×107/μm2 and the adsorption free energy ∆G = - (13.6±0.4) kcal/mol. The MG
ion binds to the E.coli membrane with a 6.3 times higher density and much stronger
energy in comparison with the lipid vesicle membrane: (1.9±0.1)×106/μm2 and ∆G = (8.6±0.2) kcal/mol [18]. On the bacterial surface the density corresponds to an 8.3 Å2
area for each adsorbed MG ion, which is comparable to the molecular size of ~10 Å2.
This is likely due to the complexity of the cell surface, Fig. 3.6: there are negatively
charged groups in the “hair-like” polysaccharide chains [32, 33], which in addition to the
lipid membrane also provide adsorption sites for positively charged MG ions. The
dominant driving force for MG adsorption at E.coli cell membrane under physiological
pH 7.4 is electrostatic interaction while that for MG adsorption at liposome surface is
hydrophobic interaction since the later experiments were reported under acidic pH 4 at
which the negative charges at the liposome surface was neutralized [18]. Therefore, the
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electrostatic interactions driving MG adsorption at the cell membrane surface results in a
much larger magnitude of adsorption free energy compared to the hydrophobic
interaction driving adsorption at liposome surface.
3.4.2 Time-Resolved Molecular Transport though E.coli Membranes
A kinetic model, illustrated in Fig. 3.6, that incorporates all the adsorption and
transport processes at both membranes is constructed for quantitative account of the
observed time-resolved SH intensity. The sharp rise of the SH signal following addition
of MG at t=0 indicates that the adsorption rate of the MG ion onto the outer surface of the
outer membrane (OM) is much larger than the translocation rate through the membrane.
Following the transport of MG ions across the outer membrane, the adsorption and
transport processes proceed to populate the membrane surfaces as well as the periplasmic
space between the two membranes and the cytoplasmic space inside the inner membrane
(IM). In the kinetic model, the adsorption/desorption rate constants, the transport
constants, and the maximum adsorption densities on all four membrane surfaces, are
variables to be determined through nonlinear least-squares fitting of the SH intensity as a
function of time.
The kinetic model that incorporates all the adsorption and transport processes at
both membranes of E.coli can be evaluated numerically to obtain the surface coverage at
all membrane surfaces as a function of time. The total adsorption/desorption and
transport physical process can be expressed as:
M  E1o
N1o

k2
k2

k1
k1

N1o

(3.11)

N 2o

(3.12)
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M1  E1i
M1  E2o

N 2o

k5
k5

M 2  E2i

k3
k3

k4
k4

N1i

(3.13)

N 2o

(3.14)

N 2i
k4
k4

(3.15)
N 2i

(3.16)

where M, M1, M2 represents MG molecules in the bulk solution outside the cell
membrane, in the periplasmic space in between the two membranes, and in the
cytoplasmic space inside the inner membrane, respectively; while E1o, E1i, E2o, E2i
denotes the empty adsorption sites on the outer surface of the outer membrane, on the
inner surface of the outer membrane, on the outer surface of the cytoplasmic membrane,
and on the inner surface of the cytoplasmic membrane, respectively. ki / k-i (i=1, 3, 4) are
the adsorption/desorption rate constant on the respective cell membrane surfaces; while
k2 and k5 is the transport rate constant through the outer membrane and the cytoplasmic
membrane, respectively. In the above kinetic model, we assume equal forward/backward
transport rate constant for both membranes. Due to the symmetry of the cytoplasmic
membrane, it is also reasonable to assume equal characteristics (rate constants and
maximum number density) for both sides of the cytoplasmic membrane.
The physical model can be written-up as differential equations:
dM
 k1  M  ( N1max
o  N1o )  k1  M H 2 O  N1o
dt

(3.17)

dN1o
 k1  M  ( N1max
o  N1o )  k1  M H 2O  N1o  k2  ( N1o  N1i )
dt

(3.18)

dN1i
 k2  ( N1o  N1i )  k3  M1  ( N1max
 N1i )  k3  M H 2O  N1i
i
dt

(3.19)
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dM1
 k3  M1  ( N1max
 N1i )  k3  M H 2O  N1i
i
dt
k4  M1  ( N 2max
o  N 2 o )  k 4  M H 2 O  N 2 o

(3.20)

dN 2o
 k4  M1  ( N 2max
o  N 2 o )  k4  M H 2O  N 2 o  k5  ( N 2 o  N 2 i )
dt

(3.21)

dN 2i
 k5  ( N 2o  N 2i )  k4  M 2  ( N 2max
 N 2i )  k4  M H 2O  N 2i
i
dt

(3.22)

dM 2
 k4  M 2  ( N 2max
 N 2i )  k4  M H 2O  N 2i
i
dt

(3.23)

max
where N1omax , N1imax , N 2o
, N 2imax are the maximum number densities on all four surfaces

and MH2O is the water molarity 55.5M. The kinetic model allows incremental
determination of the surface coverage N1o, N1i, N2o, N2i as a function of time. Eventually,
the SH intensity ISH is related to these surface MG ions as:

I SH  c( N1o  N1i  N2o  N2i )2

(3.24)

The experimentally observed SH signal as a function of time can be fitted through a
nonlinear least-square program for the determination of adsorption equilibrium constant
Ki= ki / k-i (i=1, 3, 4) (K1i=K3, K2o=2i=K4); the transport rate constant kt1=k2 and kt2=k5; as
max
well as the maximum surface coverage N1omax , N1imax , N 2o
, N 2imax .

Some of the fitting traces are shown in Fig. 3.8 and simulation of surface
coverage time profiles are illustrated in Fig. 3.9. As a test to the reliability of the model,
the maximum adsorption density at the outermost cell surface obtained as a variable in
the model fitting, (1.07±0.06) ×107μm-2 (Table 3.2) is in good agreement with that
determined from the adsorption isotherm, (1.2±0.2) ×107μm-2.

Furthermore, the

maximum adsorption density at the inner surface of the OM and at the outer surface of
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the IM, (1.52±0.08) ×106μm-2 and (1.55±0.17) ×106μm-2 (Table 3.2) are identical within
errors, as expected due to the similar composition of the two membrane leaflets.
The rate constants of transport through the outer and inner membranes are
determined respectively as (3.62±0.79) ×10-2 s-1and (6.58±4.41) ×10-4 s-1 (Table 3.2). The
transport rate constant of MG ions through the outer membrane is more than one order of
magnitude larger than the one for the inner membrane. It appears that the hydrophobic
ions can, in addition to simple diffusion [34], transport through the porin channels. The
porins of E. coli are known to exclude uncharged lipophilic solutes but enable
hydrophilic solutes to transport with permeability inversely proportional to their
hydrophobicity [31]. Though MG ion is hydrophobic, it is positively charged and the size
is relatively small, therefore, it still permeates though porin.
The importance of the ion channels is also born out in comparison with other
works. We noted very limited prior work done on small/medium molecules transport
across the bacterial outer membrane. The celebrated study by Zimmermann and Rosselet
in 1970s [12] using enzyme assay method has determined the transport of
benzylpenicillin, in its negatively charged acidic form, through E.coli outer membrane
with a rate constant of 1.9×10-4 s-1, two orders of magnitude smaller than the transport
rate constant we determined for the MG ion. Considering the comparable size of the two
molecules, this comparison confirms that the ionic nature of a molecule is deterministic
for transport through a cell membrane that has ion transport channels. It has been
reported that the classic porins show a preference for cations over anions, presumably
because of the presence of interior-negative Donnan potential and of the presence of a
high concentration of negatively charged LPS molecules on the surface [35, 36].
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The transport rate constant determined for the cytoplasmic membrane which has a
straightforward lipid bilayer structure is one order of magnitude smaller than that of the
lipid bilayer membrane [18], 9.5×10-3 s-1 presumably due to the more tightly packed cell
membrane than the artificial liposome membrane. The adsorption free energies of MG
ions on the inner surface of the OM and on the outer surface of the IM, -(10.9±0.4)
kcal/mole and –(12.1±0.6) kcal/mole (Table 3.2), are comparable with variations,
magnitudes of which are higher than the one measured for the liposome membrane [18].
The results for liposome were reported under acidic pH 4, at which the negatively
charged phosphate groups at the liposome surface were neutralized, while our cell results
were obtained under physiological pH 7.4, at which the membrane surface is negatively
charged. Therefore, the dominant driving force for MG adsorption at cell surface is
charge-charge interactions while that for the liposome surface is hydrophobic interactions,
which explains well the much larger magnitude of adsorption free energy from the former
than the later. Also noticed is that both magnitudes of adsorption free energy for the
membrane surfaces inside the cell are smaller than that determined for the outermost cell
membrane surface. This phenomenon is due to the high ionic strength in the periplasm
and cytoplasm inside the cell [37] . The effect of solution ionic strength on MG ion
adsorption on E.coli cell surface has been confirmed, the experimental results and
analysis are illustrated in the following section.
3.4.3 Salt Effects on Molecular Adsorption at E.coli Cell Membrane
Adsorption isotherms of MG ions on E.coli cell membrane surface under different
ionic strengths (Figure 3.10) were obtained. The analysis by modified Langmuir model
yields adsorption free energy and maximum density, the values of which are listed in
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Table 3.3. The results clearly demonstrated that the higher the ionic strength, the lower
the adsorption free energy. On the other hand, as the salinity increases, the maximum
adsorption density also increases. Further investigation of solvent ionic effects on
molecular adsorption will be shown in chapter 5.
3.5 Summary
In summary, we’ve demonstrated that the nonlinear optical phenomenon Second
Harmonic Generation can be used to observe the adsorption and transport of molecules
through living cell membranes in real time. In the case of the gram-negative bacteria
E.coli, the adsorption onto and transport across the two membranes of a hydrophobic
molecular cation with molecular weight of 329.4 Da are individually observed in
sequence in time. The adsorption density and free energy as well as the transport rate
constant at each of the membranes have been determined. It is observed that the transport
rate of this molecular ion through the outer membrane with ion channel porins is more
than one order of magnitude faster than the transport through the inner lipid bilayer
membrane. In contrast to the E.coli cell, the molecular ion can adsorb onto the MEL cell
but cannot penetrate its membrane which has no hydrophobic ion permeable channels and
is more tightly packed.
The biggest advantage of SHG is to directly differentiate molecules associated to
the cell membrane surface from those in the bulk cell compartmentations and the time
evolution of membrane-associated populations allows quantitative determination of
transmenbrane movement kinetics of small molecules. The molecular transport
mechanisms as well as the deterministic local environment factors can be evaluated.
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The value of the SHG technique is not limited to identify a specific transport
mechanism for a specific molecule, but to provide fundamental knowledge concerning
transmenmbrane movement of small molecules and quantitatively characterize molecular
transport kinetics. Although the SHG technique so far has only been used on two types of
cell membranes, E.coli and MEL, for probing molecular adsorption and transport kinetics,
the results point to a general understanding of how small molecules associate with cell
membranes, and the importance of the ionic nature and the detailed membrane structure
in regulating molecular transport. The study demonstrates an experimental capability that
can be broadly applied for studies aiming at establishing fundamental understanding of
interactions of molecules with the membranes of living cells and for characterization
pharmacological mechanism of specific molecules.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic illustration of the experimental setup of the forward detection of
SHG signal.
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Figure 3.2: MG structure and its spectral features
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Figure 3.3: Spectrum of the two-photon absorption and the two-photon excited
fluorescence for malachite green
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Figure 3.4: System of isotherm classification [ref]. L2 represents the Langmuir isotherm.
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Figure 3.5: Typical Langmuir adsorption isotherm curve expressed in SH intensity
versus molecular concentration.
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of the two membranes of the E.coli bacteria. Types of interactions
of the molecular ion (in green color) with the membranes are listed on the right side.
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Figure 3.7: Time profile of the SH intensity following addition of the MG ion (at
0.25μM) to the E.coli bacteria solution. Displayed at the top are schematic
representations of the corresponding states of adsorption and transport of the MG ions at
the two membranes.
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Figure 3.8: Nonlinear least-square fits (solid red lines) of the time profiles of the SH
intensity (normalized) following addition of MG ions at various concentrations into
solutions containing living E.coli cells.
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Figure 3.9: Time profiles of membrane surface coverage simulated using the kinetic
model for MG=0.25μM.
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Figure 3.10: Adsorption isotherm expressed in SH intensity for MG ion on the E.coli cell.
The solid line is a nonlinear least-square fit of a modified Langmuir model; error bars
indicate s.d..
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Figure 3.11: Adsorption isotherms of MG ions on the E.coli cell under different salinities.
The solid lines are nonlinear least-square fits of a modified Langmuir model.
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Table 3.1: Specifications of Malachite Green
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Table 3.2: Adsorption and Transport Characteristics (a) at E.coli Outer Membrane, (b) at
E.coli Cytoplasmic Membrane, and (c) Relative Results from Both Membranes in
Comparison with the Liposome Results [18]
(a)
0.25μM

0.50 μM

1.00 μM

2.00 μM

3.00 μM

kt1 (102 s 1 )

3.88±0.04

4.14±0.03

3.45±0.03

2.83±0.01

3.82±0.01

K1i (108 )

0.52±0.06

0.96±0.03

1.15±0.11

1.35±0.02

1.64±0.02

G1i (kcal / mol )

10.5±0.1

10.9±0.1

11.0±0.1

11.1±0.1

11.2±0.1

7
2
N1max
o (10  m )

1.12±0.01

1.10±0.01

1.10±0.01

1.04±0.01

1.01±0.01

6
2
N1max
i (10  m )

1.57±0.09

1.60±0.03

1.50±0.03

1.47±0.03

1.47±0.03

0.25μM

0.50 μM

1.00 μM

2.00 μM

3.00 μM

kt 2 (102 s 1 )

3.63±0.05

6.05±0.03

7.87±0.05

11.0±0.1

4.37±0.04

K2o2i (108 )

3.65±0.41

8.11±0.22

21.4±1.9

2.13±0.04

14.1±0.1

12.2±0.1

12.7±0.1

11.4±0.1

12.5±0.1

1.50±0.03

1.54±0.03

1.72±0.03

1.50±0.03

(b)

G2o2i (kcal / mol ) 11.7±0.1
6
2
N2max
o  2i (10  m )

1.50±0.06
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(c)
-2

-1

Nmax (µm )

-ΔG (kcal/mol)

kt (s )

13.6±0.4

(3.62±0.79) ×10

7

OM (outer surface)

(1.07±0.06)×10

OM (inner surface)

(1.52±0.08)×10

IM

(1.55±0.17)×10

Liposome [18]

(1.9±0.1)×10

-2

6

10.9±0.4

6

-4

12.1±0.6

(6.58±4.41) ×10

8.6±0.2

9.5×10

6

-3
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Table 3.3: Adsorption isotherms of MG ions on the E.coli cell under different salinities
Nmax (cell-1)

K(M-1)

-ΔG(kcal/mol)

0mM NaCl (H2O)

(7.4±1.2)×107

(1.3 ±0.8)×1010

13.6±0.4

10mM NaCl

(1.0 ±0.2)×108

(3.7 ±1.1)×109

12.9 ±0.2

50mM NaCl

(1.8 ±0.4)×108

(9.1 ±2.5)×108

12.1 ±0.2
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CHAPTER FOUR
MOLECULAR ADSORPTION ON MURINE
ERYTHROLEUKEMIA (MEL) CELL MEMBRANE

4.1 Introduction
Murine Erythroleukemia (MEL) cells are virus transformed erythroid cells
blocked in an immature stage in the differentiation pathway. The conventional interest in
MEL cells is based on the nature of the cell lines that they are easily induced to initiate
erythroid differentiation at a much greater level, which makes MEL cells a valuable
model system for analyzing the erythroid differentiation process [1, 2].
It has been established that the most notable morphological changes during the
MEL cell differentiation to its end stage normoblasts, are reduction of cell size,
condensation of nucleus and extrusion of nucleoli [3]. Though differentiating MEL cells
undergo numerous biochemical and structural changes, studies have shown that there is
no significant changes of the cell membrane structure [4]. Therefore, the information
concerning molecular interaction with the MEL cell membrane surface, which largely
depends on the cell surface characteristics, can represent, reliably, the molecular
interaction at the regular red blood cell (RBC) surface.
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RBC membrane is one of the most extensively investigated cell membrane for its
physiological functions and therapeutic use. Studies of Hemoglobin (Hb) O2 binding and
blood gas (O2 and CO2) transport have provided fundamental understandings of the
respiratory function of blood [5, 6]. As a regulatory barrier, the transport of specific
anions [7, 8] and cations [9, 10] across the RBC membrane has been well characterized,
and a vast knowledge base of ion channels on RBC membrane has been established.
Various RBC membrane components carry different categories of blood group antigens
on cell surface, the structure and functions of which are being gradually revealed [11, 12].
For RBC, a particular interest of the cell membrane surface lies in the fact that the surface
characteristics and properties are critical to the problems associated with blood
transfusion as well as blood storage. It has been reported that one function of the
carbonhydrate-rich protein coat on the surface of RBC is to sterically stabilize cells
against nonspecific interactions and enabling specific biological recognitions [13]. In
order to stabilize blood cells, specific recognitions at the cell surface also need to be
prevented. Various efforts have been made to achieve stabilization of RBC, some of
which involve introducing molecules to associate with the RBC membrane. For example,
block copolymers adsorbed on the RBC membrane can prevent settling and aggregation
of the cells [14].
In this report, MEL cells are used as a model system for studying molecular
interaction with eukaryotic cells. It has long been recognized that the glycocalyx of the
erythrocyte membrane plays an important role in preventing spontaneous red cell-red cell
and red cell-endothelial interactions during blood circulation. The aggregability of
erythrocytes is mainly determined by the amount of the net negative charges at the cell
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surface, which is determined by collectively all charge bearing functional groups present
or close to the cell surface. The possible charged functional groups include the carboxyl
group (COO-) from sialic acid, carboxyl group (COO-) of proteins, sulfate group (SO4-)
of condition sulfate, and phosphate group (PO4-) of phospholipids, of which sialic acid
comprises 90% of the total [15-17]. Information such as surface charge densities and
properties pertaining to molecular adsorption at the cell membrane are critical for
understanding cell-cell interaction which subsequently is important for defining
conditions for blood storage and for cell-cell adhesion which might cause coagulation in
blood vessels under certain pathological conditions.
Studying molecular interaction with the cell membrane surface also has
applications in drug delivery. Drug molecules and drug carriers often suffer from one
major limitation that they are quickly removed from the blood while effective drug
delivery systems require sustained blood concentration. It is recently proposed that
hitchhiking on red blood cells can prolong the circulating lifetime of the drug molecules
[18, 19]. From this perspective, studying molecular interaction with MEL cell membrane,
which morphologically resembles proerythroblasts, should provide insights useful to
development of efficient drug delivery systems.
A variety of methods, including electrophoresis [20, 21], fluorescence [22-24],
SPR spectroscopy [25], FTIR spectroscopy [26]. have been used to investigate molecular
interactions at biomembrane surface, ranging from the binding of small ions [20] to the
association of polymer particles as drug carriers [18, 19], with a most concentrated
interest on the adsorption of peptides and proteins [21, 23-25, 27-29]. Almost all studies
so far were performed on predesigned artificial lipid membrane model systems implanted
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with synthesized hosts for the guest probes. In these studies, either centrifugation for the
binding measurements [28] or assays for differentiating surface adsorbed vs. bulk
quantities has been used.
It has been shown that the nonlinear optical technique Second Harmonic
Generation (SHG) can be used to study the adsorption and transport of certain
small/medium size molecules at membrane of living biological cells with real time
resolution [30]. The SHG signal is detected at twice the frequency 2ω of the incident
fundamental light with frequency ω. SHG through dipole allowed polarizability is surface
sensitive: It is dipole forbidden in centrosymmetric media but allowed in noncentrosymmetric

media

such

as

at

the

surface.

For

molecules

that

are

noncentrosymmetric each individual molecule would have non-zero second-order
polarizability for SHG. The nonlinear polarization from an ensemble of these molecules
in a bulk solution will be zeroed out due to their random orientation. However, as these
molecules adsorb at a surface with an ordered orientation, the ensemble average of the
polarization will add up constructively to give SHG. Subsequently, the SHG signal
detected from a solution containing both the cells and the molecules is from solely the
molecules at the cell membrane but not in the liquid bulk.
Since the first demonstration of detecting SHG from dye molecules adsorbed on
micro-colloidal particles by Eisenthal and coworkers [31], SHG has proven to be an
effective technique for quantitative characterization of molecular adsorption in various
colloidal systems. It has been applied to, in addition to probing adsorption and transport
at living cell membranes, other biologically relevant systems including liposomes [32-37]
and neuron cells [38].
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In this report we show the use of SHG for probing the MEL cell membranes. Due
to the lack of a rigid cell wall, animal cells usually adopt a variety of shapes, which
would bring in complexity in analyzing SHG signals; however, MEL cell is of spherical
shape owing to the inner red blood cell membrane skeleton composed of a network of
proteins. The spherical shape eliminates any possible defects or fluctuations that irregular
shapes may cause, thus, enables straightforward analysis of the SHG signal. Moreover,
the MEL cell has an average volume of 500 µm3[39], which enables SHG signal
detection in the experimentally straightforward forward-propagation direction. In this
report, the molecules used for study are the positively charged hydrophobic ion Malachite
Green (MG) and the neutral hydrophobic dye Bromocresol Purple (BCP).

It is

recognized that membrane association with various biomolecules is governed by a
complex interplay of hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions. MG and BCP are
hydrophobic molecules with and without charge, respectively. Therefore, they serve as
model molecules for general understanding molecular interaction with cell membranes.

4.2 Experiment
The experimental setup for SHG measurement of molecular interaction with cell
membrane surface is described in chapter 3.2. Murine Erythroleukemia (MEL) cells was
originally obtained from Gerd Blobel’s laboratory and grown at 37°C with 5% CO2 in
complete DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, penicillin (100
units/mL)/streptomycin (100µg/mL), 1% L-glutamine and 1% Na-Pyruvate. Cell number
was counted in Burker counting chamber. After eliminating culture medium by
centrifugation, cells were then re-suspended in distilled water at neutral pH or diluted
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HCl solution at pH 4.5 for SHG experiments. Cells induced with 1% DMSO for 4 days to
further differentiated stage were also tested. After SHG experiments, cell density were
checked in Burker counting chamber again.
In a typical experiment, the MEL cell suspension reservoir is pumped to form a
continuous liquid jet through which the laser beam intersects. The liquid jet avoids
window effects from any sample holder. At pH=4.5, MG exists in a cationic form (Fig.
4.1 (a)) and has an absorption peaked at 425nm [40] while BCP exists in the enol form
(Fig. 4.1 (b)) and employs a strong electronic transition around 430nm [41], both of
which are in resonance with the second harmonic frequency of the fundamental laser
input and therefore gives resonance enhanced SHG signal. MG and BCP stock solutions
at 500µM were respectively introduced into the MEL cell suspensions by a digital
titration buret.

4.3 Results and Analysis
A certain aliquot of MG concentration (10µM) was mixed into the MEL cell
suspension at t=0 and the signal intensity were recorded as a function of time (Fig. 4.2).
As is known that MG fluorescence band extends from 425nm to 600nm with the peak at
500nm, a blank experiment without MEL cells was performed to eliminate the
undesirable two photon fluorescence (TPF) from the dye molecules. After subtracted the
TPF, the initial rise in SH signal indicates MG adsorption onto the MEL cell membrane
surface. The time-profile shows that the observed SH signal is time independent, which
means there is no subsequent transport processes following the molecular adsorption,
though MG has been proven to readily transport through lipid membranes [32].
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Second harmonic intensity detected as a function of the MG dye concentration in
the MEL cell suspension at acidic and neutral pH values is shown in Figure 4.3 (a), (b).
Adsorption isotherm of cells at a further differentiate stage was obtained as well (Fig. 4.3
(c)). The SH intensity, expressed as the number of photon counts per second, is
proportional to the cell surface coverage. As the quantity of MG added into the cell
suspension increases, the SH intensity increases. In a typical adsorption isotherm, the
signal is expected to level off when the dye concentration reaches the maximum
adsorption density of the surface. As is depicted in Fig. 4.3, a relatively large amount of
MG (~30µM) is needed to saturate the MEL cell membrane surface. At such high MG
concentration, the TPF signal from the bulk MG can no longer be neglected. The plateau
of the SH intensity is clear when we subtract TPF from the original signal (Fig. 4.3).
(1) Under acidic condition (pH=4.5) when the MG exists in cationic form, the
expression for cell membrane surface coverage of MG can be derived from a modified
Langmuir adsorption model described in chapter 3.3.2 considering only the equilibrium
between the MG cations in the bulk solution and those on the cell membrane surface. The
adsorption equilibrium constant K can be obtained by a nonlinear least-square fit of the
experimentally observed adsorption isotherms (Fig. 4.3). K can then be used to calculate
the adsorption free energy of MG to MEL cell through G  RT ln K .
(2) At neutral pH, in addition to the adsorption equilibrium, the equilibrium
between the neutral and cationic MG also need to be considered and the pH-adjusted
Langmuir model was derived as described in chapter 3.3.3. In this case, a nonlinear leastsquare fitting of the adsorption isotherm will allow the determination of N max and  K ,
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where  

[H  ]
reflects the pH effect on the adsorption. K can then be calculated
Ka  [H  ]

at the given pH value (pH=7.0).
The above models are used to analyze adsorption isotherms of MG on MEL cells
at acidic pH and neutral pH, respectively (Fig. 4.3). For our experiments, the bulk
contribution of MEL cell to the SH signal is negligible, therefore, the theoretical model
described in chapter 3.3.4 can be used to analyze the adsorption isotherms. The nonlinear least square fits of I SH (CD ) are shown as the solid lines in Figure 4.3 and the
maximum adsorption densities (in different units) as well as the free energy calculated
from equilibrium constant are summarized in Table 4.1. The adsorption free energy for
all three conditions turned out to be approximately same within error bar: -(10.8±1.2)
kcal·mol-1 for MEL at acidic pH=4.5, -(11.4±5.5) kcal·mol-1 for MEL at neutral pH, and
-(10.6±1.8) kcal·mol-1 for further differentiated MEL at acidic pH. On the other hand, the
maximum adsorption number density varies according to the conditions applied (Table
4.1). And they are found to be quite different from the literature reported value of
animal’s red blood cell [16], which we will discuss more in the later section.
On the other hand, a neutral dye bromocresol purple (BCP) was also tested on
MEL cell membrane. As is stated that, at acidic pH=4.5, BCP has a strong electronic
transition around 430 nm, which is in resonance with the SH wavelength. It was
demonstrated in an earlier study that adsorption of BCP on talc in water can be monitored
by SHG experiments [41]. In our experiment, the same titration procedure for MG/MEL
is also performed for BCP/MEL. However, there was no detectable SH signal as was
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recorded in Fig. 4.4, which means that the neutral BCP molecules do not adsorb to the
MEL cell surface.

4.4 Discussion
4.4.1. Driving Force of Molecular Adsorption is Charge-Charge Interaction
It has been long recognized that cell membrane surfaces always bear net negative
charges. For red blood cells this negatively charged barrier has essential importance in
preventing cell-cell coagulation during blood circulation. As is depicted in Fig. 4.5, it is
the external, carbohydrate-rich structure that forms the net negatively charged barrier the
glycocalyx layer. A glycocalyx is a general term for any network of polysaccharide or
protein containing material extending outside of the cell. On the surface of cell
membranes, all kinds of antigens with various charged groups can contribute to the
surface charge. In case of red blood cell and MEL cell, it has been reported that the
negative surface charge is primarily due to carboxyl group (COO-) of sialic acids rather
than the phosphate groups (PO4-) of phospholipids [15].
Both MG and BCP are hydrophobic dyes, which may interact with the cell surface
through electrostatic and/or hydrophobic interactions. Our SH experiments have
demonstrated that positively charged MG adsorbs to the MEL cell while neutral BCP
does not. Given the MEL cell membrane surface structure, the contrast observation of
MG and BCP interaction with the MEL cell is an obvious demonstration that the
dominating driving force of molecular adsorption at the MEL cell surface is chargecharge interaction between the negatively charged cell surface and the positive MG ion.
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Hydrophobic interactions appear insufficient to maintain adsorption of a medium size
molecule like BCP.
The adsorption free energy of MG on MEL cell quantitatively determined from
the analysis of adsorption isotherms is consistent within errors for all three experimental
conditions: -(10.8±1.2) kcal·mol-1 for MEL at acidic pH=4.5, -(11.4±5.5) kcal·mol-1
for MEL at neutral pH, and -(10.6±1.8) kcal·mol-1 for further differentiated MEL at
acidic pH, which indicates that the adsorption sites on the MEL cell membrane does not
change even though the environmental conditions or the cell morphological change.
In a separate study (results shown in next chapter), we have characterized MG
interaction with polystyrene PSC particles with surface termination of carboxyl groups
[42]. Since the PSC particle has only one type of charged groups, carboxyl groups (COO), on surface, the adsorption free energy determined reflects the interaction between MG
and carboxyl group only. The adsorption free energy was determined to be: -(10.7±0.1)
kcal·mol-1 [42], which agrees very well with those obtained for MG on MEL cells. This
agreement further confirmed that charge-charge interactions between the positive dye and
the negatively charged carboxyl group (COO-) of sialic acids rather than any other
negatively charged groups presented close to the cell surface are the driving force for
molecular adsorption at MEL cell membrane surface. This deduction is consistent with
the well recognized fact that the net negative charge of red blood cell is mostly composed
of carboxyl group (COO-) of sialic acids [15].
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4.4.2. Adsorption Characteristics
As is demonstrated that the adsorption sites on MEL cell membrane surface are
carboxyl groups (COO-) of sialic acids, the maximum adsorption density should equal to
the number density of carboxyl groups (COO-) on the MEL surface. The number of
carboxyl groups (COO-) on human red blood cell and many other types of animal red
blood cells were determined in an early study [16]. The literature recorded carboxyl
group (COO-) density of human red blood cell was (3.2±0.3) ×107 cell-1 while those of
other animal blood cells were determined to be at the order of ~106/cell. However, our
experimental results: (1.4±0.5)×109 cell-1 for MEL at acidic pH=4.5, (1.4±0.9)×1010 cell1

for MEL at neutral pH, and (5.2±1.9)×109 cell-1 for further differentiated MEL at acidic

pH, are much higher than the literature results. We attribute this to the larger precursorstage size of MEL cell than a mature red blood cell. It has been reported that erythrocyte
experiences about ten times size reduction down the differentiate pathway [3]. Therefore,
a hundred times reduction in cell surface area is expected from the immature stage MEL
cell to its fully differentiated red blood cell, which explains the difference in the
maximum adsorption density of MEL cell and red blood cell.
The pH value is a factor which is suggested to have essential effect on the cell
surface characteristics. Comparing the adsorption characteristics under acidic and neutral
pH, the adsorption free energy stayed almost the same within errors. This indicates the
type of adsorption sites is still carboxyl group (COO-). On the other hand, the adsorption
number density is about ten times higher for neutral pH ((4.6±2.9) ×107µm-2) than for
acidic pH ((4.6±1.7) ×106µm-2). This difference is due to the pH dependence of the
equilibrium between charged and neutral form of the carboxyl groups. Studies on PSC
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particles show that, at acidic pH (pH=4.5), only a small fraction (~8%) of carboxyl
groups exists in its negatively charged form while at neutral pH, the negatively charged
form dominates (94%)(Fig. 4.6). Calculations were based on the literature reported pKa
value (5.7±0.1) of carboxylated polystyrene [43].
MEL cells incubated w/ 1% DMSO for 4 days to a further differentiated state with
appearance of hemoglobin but no notable size change, was also tested in order to
demonstrate that the cell surface do not have distinct changes during the differentiation
process. The adsorption characteristics (Table 4.1) show that the adsorption free energy
remains the same while the maximum adsorption density slightly increases for the further
differentiated MEL cell, which indicates that the cells grown more compact during the
differentiation.
The adsorption free energy for MEL cell together with those results from other
polymeric particle [42, 44] and liposome surfaces [34] are listed in Table 4.2. The results
show that the adsorption free energy of MEL cell agrees very well with that of the PSC
and falls in between that of the liposome and polystyrene PSS terminated with sulfate
groups, which reflects that the binding with sulfate group (SO3-) on PSS surface is the
strongest (-12.7±0.2 kcal/mol), followed by that with carboxyl group (COO-) on MEL
cell and PSC surface (-10.8±1.2 kcal/mol and -10.7±0.1 kcal/mol), and the binding with
the phosphate group (PO4-) on liposome surface is the least (-8.6±0.2 kcal/mol). The
results are in excellent agreement with our general understanding of the strengths of
charge-charge interactions. For biomembranes, although there are many kinds of surface
antigens, each of which occurs in various combinations that differ in constituents,
branching, and charge density, our understanding of the collective behavior of the
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complexity can be done by characterization of molecular interaction with the cell
membrane surface.
4.4.3. Adsorbed Hydrophobic Ions Do Not Transport across MEL Cell Membrane
As is recorded in the time profile after addition of MG into the MEL cell
suspension (Fig. 4.1), a rise in the SH signal was observed which is attributed to the
adsorption of MG onto the MEL cell surface. It has been reported in the liposome study
by Eisenthal and coworkers [32] as well as in our e.coli study [30] that the transport of
MG across membranes would result in the decay of SH signal. In the MEL cell
experiments, no signal decay was observed following the initial rise, which indicates that
MG adsorbed to the MEL cell surface do not penetrate the cell membrane. This
observation is not unexpected if we consider the structure and permeability
characteristics of the MEL cell membrane (Fig. 4.5). Due to the structure simplicity, ion
channels and transport processes of nutritious ions and metabolites throughout the red
blood cell membrane have been well characterized. The well-known Ca2+-activated K+
channel (Gardos channel) is highly selective of K+ over Na+ if Ca2+ is present at the
intracellular face of the channel [45]. The non-selective cation channel (NSC)

is

demonstrated to be permeable to the divalent cations Ca2+ and Ba2+, and even Mg2+, but
no other larger ions has been known to transport through this channel [46]. Intuitively,
since MG is neither a nutritious ingredient nor a product from cellular metabolism, it is
understandable that there is no specific selective channel or carrier to mediate its
transport and as a result, it is excluded from the cell as foreign. On the other hand, it can
be inferred from our results that the passive diffusion through lipid bilayer region of MEL
cell membrane is not an alternative pathway for MG. Unlike the small, uncharged, lipid101

soluble gas molecules which have long been assumed to be the favorite uptake of the red
blood cell membrane [47], MG is positively charged, not as small in size, therefore if the
lateral interaction between the lipid molecules are strong enough which is most likely the
case for red blood cells, the partition into the lipid bilayer region would become difficult.

4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we use the nonlinear optical technique Second Harmonic
Generation to probe molecular interactions at a eukaryotic cell – Murine Erythroleukemia
cell membrane. The adsorption of a medium size hydrophobic ion malachite green onto
the MEL cell surface was observed and the adsorption characteristics were determined
using the modified Langmuir model. On the other hand, it was observed that the neutral
hydrophobic molecule bromocresol purple (BCP) did not adsorb to the net negatively
charged MEL cell surface, which implies the insufficiency of hydrophobic interactions to
maintain adsorption of medium size molecules at MEL surface.
The results indicate that electrostatic interactions between the positively charged
MG ions and the negatively charged carboxyl group (COO-) of sialic acids are the driving
force for MG adsorption at MEL cell surface. Furthermore, the observations, together
with other literature reported adsorption studies, confirmed that the relative strength of
interactions of MG cation with various negatively charged functional groups agrees very
well with our general understanding of the strengths of charge-charge interactions: the
binding with sulfate group (SO3-) on PSS surface is the strongest, followed by that with
carboxyl group (COO-) on MEL cell and PSC surface, and the binding with the
phosphate group (PO4-) on liposome surface is the least. Based on both quantitative
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results determined for further differentiated MEL cell line: the MG adsorption coverage
and the adsorption free energy, it can be further inferred that the surface characteristics of
MEL cell and it’s fully differentiated mature stage-- red blood cell are similar.
Observations also showed that there was no further permeation of the surface
adsorbed MG through the MEL cell membrane, though hydrophobic MG ions are often
ready to partition into and transport through the lipid bilayer structures. For the MEL cell
membrane, it is highly suggested that the lateral interactions between the lipid molecules
are strong enough to exclude medium size MG ions. Also, if we consider that the primary
function of the RBC is respiration, it is not unexpected that the physiological structure of
the membrane only favors the transport of small, uncharged, lipid soluble gas molecules
and no specific selective channels or carriers are present in the MEL cell membrane to
mediate the transport of hydrophobic ions.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1 Molecular Structures of (a) Malachite Green (MG); (b) Bromocresol Purple
(BCP)
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Figure 4.2: SHG signal detected as a function of time following addition of MG ions into
the MEL cell solution at neutral pH. Squares (□) represent the total intensity, crosses (+)
the TPF intensity, and filled circles (●) the SHG intensity.
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Figure 4.3: Adsorption isotherms expressed in SH intensity for MG adsorbed on MEL
cell membrane surface at different conditions: (a) acidic pH value (pH=4.5); (b) neutral
pH value (pH=7.0); (c) MEL cell at a further differentiated stage. Squares (□) represent
the total intensity, crosses (+) the TPF intensity, and filled circles (●) the SHG intensity.
The solid lines are nonlinear least-square fits of the modified Langmuir model.
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Figure 4.4: SH signal detected with increasing BCP concentration added into a solution
containing MEL cells at acidic pH value (pH=4.5). Squares (□) represent the total
intensity, crosses (+) the TPF intensity, and filled circles (●) the SHG intensity.
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of the MEL cell membrane structure
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Figure 4.6 pH dependence of [COOH] and [COO-] of polystyrene carboxyl microspheres
in water
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Table 4.1: Adsorption Characteristics of MG on MEL cell under Different Conditions
MEL

MEL

Further Differentiated MEL

Acidic pH=4.5

Neutral pH

(Acidic pH=4.5)

Nmax (µM)

5.3±2.0

9.7±6.3

9.6±3.5

Cell Density (mL-1)

2.3×106

4.2×105

1.1×106

Nmax (cell-1)

(1.4±0.5)×109

(1.4±0.9)×1010

(5.2±1.9)×109

Nmax (µm-2)

(4.6±1.7)×106

(4.6±2.9)×107

(1.7±0.6)×107

K (M-1)

(9.8±1.1)×107

(2.7±1.2)×108

(7.7±1.3)×107

-ΔG (kcal mol-1)

10.8±1.2

11.4±5.5

10.6±1.8
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Table 4.2: Adsorption Free Energy of MG on Polymeric Particles, Liposome and MEL
Cell
MEL

PSC[42]

PSS[44]

Liposome[48]

K (M-1)

(9.8±1.1)×107

(7.8±0.1)×107

(2.4±0.2)×109

(2.4±0.7)×106

-ΔG (kcal/mol)

10.8±1.2

10.6±0.1

12.7±0.2

8.6±0.2
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CHAPTER FIVE
EFFECTS OF SOLVENT IONIC STRENGTH AND ION
SPECIFICITY ON MOLECULE-SURFACE
INTERACTIONS IN AQUEOUS COLLOIDS

5.1 Introduction
The interfacial phenomena in colloid, polymer, and bioscience depend greatly on
the specific identity and concentration of the solvent salt ion presented. It has been well
recognized that the interfacial association with various molecules are governed by a
complex interplay of electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions. Many recent
investigations have focused on characterizing the nature of the molecule-surface
interactions [1-4] or the direct interactions of salt ions with the colloid/aqueous interface
[5, 6]. However, in real-life environments, the two types of interactions usually intertwine
with each other and can never be separated as independent processes. And in most
interfacial phenomena related applications, it would be more straightforward to change
the external solvent conditions rather than to modify the surface properties by changing
surface structures. Therefore, it is important to understand the fundamental principles of
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how the solvent ionic strength and ion specificity influence the interfacial interactions on
various surfaces.
The specific ion effects on the physical behavior of a wide variety of aqueous
colloidal processes exhibit a reoccurring trend first noted by Hofmeister and coworkers
[7] . The typical order for the anion series is:

SO42  F   HPO4  CH3COO  Cl   Br   I   ClO4  SCN 
The species on the left side of the series salt out (precipitate) solutes, while those on the
right side salt in (dissolve or denature) solutes. Analogous series, though less pronounced,
can be constructed for cations:

NH 4  K   Na  Li   Mg 2  Ca 2
The phenomena are over a century old and have traditionally been attributed to
the influence of the salt ions on the structure of bulk water. Recent research popularity
has cast doubt on the bulk water structure concept and brought up new hypothesis that
direct ion interactions with surfaces and influences on hydrophobic interactions are
largely responsible for most aspects of the phenomena [5, 6]. As is treated as interfacial
phenomena, a lot of recent studies have been performed to test and support the new
theory of direct ion-surface interactions. Spectroscopic pump-probe technique [8-10] has
been applied to probe the O-H stretch mode of water and demonstrated ions had no
influence on the dynamics of bulk water. Thermodynamic studies [11, 12] also disproved
the change in bulk water structure. Further probe of the interfacial water structures with
the vibrational sum frequency spectroscopy (VSFS) technique [13] revealed that it is the
direct interaction with surface rather than indirect influence via changes in water structure
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that are responsible for the ion related phenomena. However, the experiments and
simulations are mostly conducted on air/water interfaces [14-18] rather than on aqueous
colloidal surfaces. And problems addressed are focused on how the interfacial water
structures been changed rather than how the interactions between the molecule and
colloidal surface been affected. The old concept is receiving destructive challenge, while
on the other hand, a variety of observations have been reported without a clear organizing
constructive principle.
We report in this chapter the application of Second Harmonic Generation (SHG),
to the investigation of solvent salt ion effects on molecule-surface interactions in an
aqueous colloidal environment. The SHG technique is capable of quantitative, in situ
characterization of molecule-surface interactions at the solid-liquid interfaces and can be
used to investigate the salt ion effects on interfacial interactions occurring on buried
surfaces in colloids. The lack of inversion symmetry at the surface of a centrosymmetic
medium enables SHG probe of the buried surfaces of the micrometer or submicrometer
particles in aqueous colloids.
Eisenthal and coworkers [19] first demonstrated that a significant SHG signal can
be detected from the surface of micro-sized centrosymmetric particles upon adsorption of
the molecules with optical transition in resonance with the second harmonic frequency.
SHG has been used to characterize molecular adsorption in a full scope of colloidal
systems, including polymer particles [4, 20-22], nanoparticles [23-26], carbon black
particles [27], emulsions [20, 28, 29], and living cells [30, 31]. Versatile applications of
SHG technique also include direct measurements of surface electric potential [29, 32] and
transmembrane kinetics of microemulsion [20, 29], liposome vesicle surfaces [33-38] as
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well as living cell membranes [30]. In our previous studies, a liquid jet sample circulation
system was employed in order to make continuous in situ measurements of the particle
surface adsorption processes and the completer adsorption isotherm can be recorded in a
relatively short time [4, 21, 22]. Dai and coworkers also developed a displacement
method so that the adsorption of molecules without large second order polarizability can
be detected through competitive adsorption with dye molecules [21]. SHG studies of
specific ion effects on air/aqueous salt solution interfaces [39-41] as well as solvent salt
ion effects in colloidal systems [32, 36] have also been reported. However, a potential
induced contribution to SHG is required and in order to achieve detection of the potential
induced SHG signal, the colloidal surfaces have to bare charges while adsorbates with
larger second order polarizability have to be avoided. The focus was mainly on polarized
bulk water molecules by surface charges. Ions were applied only to create large surface
potential in order to induce detectable SHG signal rather than to play a role in the
molecule-surface interactions. As is described, the SHG studies on colloids involving
solvent salt ions has been limited to the electrostatic forces dominating system with
charged surfaces and Gouy-Chapman model has been extensively used to describe the
dependence of surface potential of the electric double layer on the bulk salt concentration
while ion specificity influence on and the ion effects on molecule-surface interactions
remain unexploited.
We choose to probe the ion effects on the well characterized surface interactions
between the polystyrene microparticles and the cationic dye malachite green (MG).
Polystyrene with charged “head groups” are hydrophobic in nature while MG is
hydrophobic dye with positive charge. As a cationic hydrophobic molecule, both
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electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions can serve as driving force for MG’s adsorption
to colloids, depending on the surface composition. In our previous studies, the adsorption
free energies and the densities of malachite green on polystyrene surfaces with different
charge composition have been measured and the nature of the interaction between an
adsorbate and the colloidal surfaces has been identified: a charged hydrophobic molecule
get attracted to an oppositely charged colloidal surface through electrostatic interaction
while for a neutral surface, adsorption occurs based on hydrophobic interaction [4]. Not
only are the attractive forces between the surface and adsorbate are important, but also
their interactions with the solvent is important as well. The solvent salt ion can affect the
molecule-surface interactions in three ways: (1) changing the interfacial potential through
electric double layer, (2) through association with surface either by attaching to head
group or to hydrophobic region, (3) by solvating the adsorbate molecules both in the bulk
and on the surface. Given the understanding of the nature of the molecule-surface
interactions, we are now able to move one step further to investigate the solvent salt ion
effects on the interactions.
In this chapter we will show that, the solvent salt ions will have great effects on
the molecule-surface interactions occurring at colloids interfaces. The interactions
dominated by electrostatic forces at polystyrene surface terminated with sulfate groups
(PSS) are largely affected by the ionic strength of the solution but not sensitive to ion
specificity while the interactions dominated by hydrophobic forces at polystyrene surface
terminated with carboxyl groups (PSC) show pronounced dependence on ion specificity
but less affected by ionic strength in the solution. Furthermore, we will show that how the
ionic strength and ion specificity affect the adsorption free energy and maximum
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adsorption number density of the electrostatic interactions as well as the hydrophobic
interactions between the adsorbate molecule and colloidal surface. Both anionic and
cationic series have been investigated and distinct effects have been identified.

5.2 Experiment
The experimental setup for characterization of solvent salt ion effects on
molecule-surface interactions is similar to the setup for studying molecular adsorption at
cell membrane surfaces, the details of which have been described in chapter 3.2. The
sample was prepared in a flow/titration system. The sample solution was pumped with a
small motorized liquid pump at the speed of about 200mL/min, to form a liquid jet
through a nozzle made out of pressed stainless steel tubing with 1/16 in. inner diameter.
The liquid sample in the reservoir, 250mL in total volume, was forced out and collected
back through Nalgene tubing connected to the nozzle and was continuously stirred using
a magnetic stirrer. The liquid sample volume in the circulation tubing was about 10mL or
less, which was small enough compared to the total sample volume to prevent significant
error of the concentration reading. The laser intercepted the center of the jet
perpendicularly and passed through the jet with approximately 1mm path length. Instead
of a steady cell, the flowing jet avoided SHG signals generated from the windows of the
cell as well as accumulation and coagulation of particle/dye on the window walls.
Aqueous solutions of dye/salt at know high concentrations were added into the aqueous
colloid reservoir by a digital titrator akku-drive (Hirschmann Laboratory).
The colloids used in the experiments were monodispersed polystyrene
microspheres (Molecular Probes, Inc.) with different functional groups: (1) polystyrene
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sulfate microspheres (PSS) terminated with SO3
polystyrene

carboxyl

microspheres

(PSC)

(diameter 1.05±0.05µm), (2)

terminated

with

COOH

(diameter

1.12±0.08µm). Microspheres solutions were prepared with deionized water or salt
solutions with known identity and concentrations. A small volume of colloidal stock
solution (PSS with w/v concentration 8.2%, PSC with w/v concentration 4.1%) was used
to reach a final concentration of ~108 particle/mL in a 250 mL reservoir. 0.01N HCl was
added to adjust the pH of the solution to 3.5±0.2. Under this condition, PSS surface


bearing SO3 (pKa ~2) was negatively charged while PSC surface bearing COOH
(pKa~5.8) was neutral. All experiments reported in this chapter were performed at pH
3.5±0.2.
Inorganic salt solutions for studying anion series were sodium iodide (NaI),
sodium chloride (NaCl) and sodium sulfate (Na2SO4); while those for studying cation
series were lithium chloride (LiCl), sodium chloride (NaCl), potassium chloride (KCl)
and ammonium chloride (NH4Cl). All salts were purchased from Fisher Scientific and
used as received. Chloride series were prepared at 4M concentration for cationic titration
experiments while sodium series were prepared at 2M concentrations for anionic titration
experiments due to the relatively low solubility of sodium sulfate in water.
In a typical experiment, the colloidal surface was firstly covered by MG dye
molecules and then titrated by aqueous salt solutions to monitor SHG signal change upon
salt ion addition. Titration isotherms of MG dye on colloids under different ion identities
and concentrations were then obtained by varying salts and salinities.
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5.3 Standard Langmuir Adsorption Model
5.3.1 Standard Langmuir Adsorption Model
The modified Langmuir adsorption model has been described in chapter 3.3. The
modified Langmuir model is actually the complete form of Langmuir model without
further assumptions. It is more accurate only when there is substantial depletion of
adsorbate molecules from the solution due to adsorption, which is usually the case for
molecular adsorption to micro-surfaces, where the effective surface area is very large so
that the surface density N can be comparable to C most of the time and cannot be
neglected from the

(C  N ) term in equation 3.2 of chapter 3.3. However, this is not

always the case. A theoretical simulation of the modified Langmuir model with the
adsorption equilibrium constant set to a small value (5×107M-1) for different maximum
surface adsorption densities (1µM and 5µM) is shown in Fig. 5.1. The simulation clearly
demonstrated that when the adsorption equilibrium constant is small, an extremely large
bulk concentration of molecules is needed to sustain a relatively small surface coverage;
therefore, the surface density N depleted from the bulk solution due to adsorption is no
longer comparable to C , i.e., C

N . The complete form of modified Langmuir model

can no longer give reliable determination of N max . Instead, the standard Langmuir form
should be used. For the standard Langmuir model, the term

(C  N ) is actually replaced

by C . Thus equation 3.2 of chapter 3.3becomes:
dN
C
 k1
( N max  N )  k1 N
dt
55.5

(5.1)

And at equilibrium, the surface coverage  is given as:
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55.5
1
KC

(5.2)

It should also be recognized that the intrinsic principle of the standard Langmuir
model will not allow determination of N max . In order to meet the conditions of using
modified Langmuir model for determination of N max , a simple way is to increase the
concentration of the colloidal particles in the solution to achieve substantial depletion in
the lower adsorbate concentration region. At the same time, we also need to consider that,
in concentrated colloidal solutions, particles tend to coagulate and inter-particle
interactions will come into play and can bring more complexity to the system. Therefore,
colloidal solutions with high concentrations are not preferred in the experiments, and
only smallest amount of colloids necessary for measurements should be used to make
proper size of reservoir.
5.3.2 General Application of the Modified Langmuir Model by Global Fitting
As is described in the previous sections, both the complete form of modified
Langmuir model and the simplified form of standard Langmuir model have limitations in
applications. We prefer to use the complete form of Langmuir model to analyze the
obtained experimental isotherms since it will allow the determination of maximum
surface density as well as the adsorption free energy while the simplified standard
Langmuir model can only provide the free energy information. In this section, we
propose a practical analysis method that would allow general application of the modified
Langmuir model without restrictions of sufficient depletion of molecules from bulk due
to adsorption.
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Illustrated in Fig. 5.2 are the theoretical simulations of the modified Langmuir
isotherms expressed in SH intensity as a function of molecule concentration. Fig. 5.2(a)
represents isotherms at a fixed value of adsorption equilibrium constant ( K  1010 ) by
varying maximum adsorption density while Fig. 5.2(b) represents isotherms at a fixed
value of maximum adsorption density ( Nmax  0.2 M ) by varying adsorption
equilibrium constant. As is shown by Fig.5.2 (a), the “S” shape of the adsorption
isotherm is clearer when the maximum adsorption density is larger and therefore, the
determination of N max is more reliable. On the other hand, if the maximum adsorption
density is relatively small as is used in the simulations in Fig.5.2 (b), it is not possible to
obtain isotherm curves with clear “S” shape by changing the value of adsorption
equilibrium constant and therefore, the determined N max is less reliable, usually with high
error bars.
Given a colloidal system and a specific molecule as adsorbate, the adsorption
equilibrium constant is the system’s intrinsic characteristic that cannot be changed.
However, the maximum adsorption density as an ensemble total can be monitored by
changing the total concentration of colloidal particle applied. However, as was discussed
in the previous section, increasing the colloidal concentration can increase the depletion
of molecules from bulk at the lower molecule concentration region but may has undesired
side-effects if the particle concentration is too high. Here we propose to improve the
analysis by monitoring a set of adsorption isotherms, with fixed ratio of adsorption
number densities. The analysis software Igor Pro provides the so called Global Fitting
function which allows the fitting of a group of curves sharing global fitting parameters.
Figure 5.3 is an example of analyzing a set of adsorption isotherms of malachite green
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(MG) molecules on polystyrene sulfate (PSS) surface (the detailed description of the
experiments and materials has been elaborated in chapter 3.2) with a fixed ratio of PSS
concentrations: 1:2:4:8. The global fitting results are compared to the individual fitting
results listed in Table 5.1. The results did confirm that the global fitting gives more
reliable adsorption characteristics while the individual fitting clearly suffers from a
concentration effect.

5.4 Results and Discussion:
5.4.1 Adsorption of MG on PSS/PSC Surfaces without Solvent Salts
Before the ion effects are investigated, the adsorption isotherms of the dye
molecules on the model polystyrene particle surfaces in aqueous solution without
applying salts need to be established first. The adsorption isotherms, expressed in the
form of SH intensity as a function of MG concentration, of PSS and PSC particle surfaces
at pH= 3.5±0.2 were measured (Fig. 5.4).
The adsorption isotherm of MG at PSS surface was analyzed using the modified
Langmuir model described in chapter 3.3. For negatively charged PSS surface, N max and

K are determined to be (1.60±0.02) ×105µm-2 and (5.59±0.65) ×109M-1, respectively.
The adsorption free energy G , calculated from the equilibrium constant K using

G  RT ln K , is 13.16±0.06 kcal/mol.
As is observed, the curve shape of the adsorption isotherm of PSC is quite
different from that of the PSS: less “S” shape is obtained in the lower concentration
region and much higher bulk dye concentration is needed to saturate the PSC surface.
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The seemingly slight difference of the isotherm curves actually requires quite different
analysis model.
As is shown in Fig. 5.4 (b), the isotherm curve of PSC showed obscure “S” shape
in the lower concentration region and a substantial amount of MG was required to reach
saturation, which imply small adsorption equilibrium constant for MG adsorption at PSC
surface and a relatively small maximum adsorption density on PSC surface. In this case,
there was not sufficient depletion from the bulk due to adsorption; therefore, the standard
Langmuir form described in chapter 5.3 should be used.

A nonlinear least-square fit of

I SH (C ) yielded the equilibrium constant K 

(7.82±0.10) ×107M-1 which at 22°C corresponding to adsorption free energy of
10.66±0.14 kcal/mol, which is definitely much smaller than that of MG adsorption to PSS
surface. The results in turn proved the validity of the use of standard Langmuir form to
analyze the adsorption curve of PSC. It should also be recognized that the intrinsic
principle of the standard Langmuir model will not allow determination of N max . In order
to meet the conditions of using modified Langmuir model for determination of N max , a
simple way is to increase the concentration of the colloidal particles in the solution to
achieve substantial depletion in the lower dye concentration region. We did try to make
measurements by employing higher concentrations of PSC particles; however, the
depletion was still not sufficient to allow determination of N max by using modified
Langmuir model. We also need to consider that, in concentrated colloidal solutions,
particles tend to coagulate and inter-particle interactions will come into play and can
bring more complexity to the system. Therefore, colloidal solutions with high
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concentrations are not preferred in the experiments, and only smallest amount of colloids
necessary for measurements should be used to make proper size of reservoir.
A large difference in magnitude of the free energies determined for MG
adsorption to PSC and PSS surfaces has been observed, which is due to different
dominating driving force for the molecular adsorption processes on the surfaces. For
sulfate terminated PSS surface, it is well recognized that the adsorption is dominated by
opposite charge attractive interaction [4], while for neutral carboxyl terminated PSC
surface, we believe it is the hydrophobic (van der Waals) interaction between
hydrophobic regions of dye and particle surface that contribute most to the adsorption,
which results in a much smaller magnitude of free energy value.
5.4.2

Salt Ion Effects on MG Adsorption to Charged PSS Surface
With the adsorption process free of salts quantitatively characterized, we now

investigate the salt ion effects on MG adsorption to charged PSS surface. Firstly,
sufficient amount of MG dye (1µM MG for 1.5×108particles/mL PSS) was added to
achieve a full coverage of PSS surface as the maximum adsorption density is known. An
instantaneous shoot up of SH signal was recorded as a respond to surface saturation of
dye. The dye covered colloids was then titrated with concentrated NaCl solution. The SH
signal showed a continuous decay and leveled off as more NaCl was added to the
reservoir. The titration profile of SHG intensity as a function of NaCl concentration was
recorded (Fig. 5.5). In order to confirm that the observed decay process was caused by
the addition of NaCl, a control experiment was performed by titrating with blank solution
without NaCl, the profile of which is also shown in Fig. 5.5. Compared to the salt
titration profile, the SH intensity of the control experiment did not show as prominent
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decay. The hardly noticeable slight decay is attributed to coagulation of colloidal
particles in the reservoir and was included in the correction of salt titration profiles.
As was illustrated in the last section, the SH signal is proportional to the dye
coverage on the surface. Therefore, the decay of SH signal should be a direct reflection of
decreasing surface density of adsorbed MG molecules. There are two possible
mechanisms that may cause the decrease of MG density on surface: (1) an instinct
thinking would be the displacement of the surface adsorbed MG by Na+ ion, which
should result in decreased dye coverage hence decreased SH response. Similar
observation of surfactant/biopolymer titration of MG saturated polystyrene has been
reported previously and successfully interpreted by the compete adsorption between MG
molecules and surfactant/biopolymers [21, 22]. (2) The addition of NaCl may cause
changes to the characteristics of the MG adsorption process, resulting in different free
energy and maximum number density from those without addition of salt. In this way, we
consider the intertwined influence of the salt ions on molecular adsorption rather than
treating them as independent competing processes not affecting each other as is described
in the displacement model. Further experiments have been done to determine between the
above two models. MG adsorption isotherms on PSS surfaces at different NaCl
concentrations were obtained and analyzed using modified Langmuir model (Fig. 5.6).
Dependence of adsorption free energy ΔG and maximum density N max on NaCl
concentration was summarized in Table 5.2 and plotted in Fig. 5.7. Figure 5.7 shows that
as the ionic strength of the solution increases, both adsorption free energy ΔG and
maximum density N max decrease, and level off when the ionic strength is sufficiently
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high. Both models predict the decrease of maximum adsorption density N max , however,
the dramatic change in ΔG (from 13.16±0.06kcal/mol to 11.82±0.05kcal/mol) is
obviously contradictory to the assumption of the displacement model that salt cations and
MG compete to adsorb to the PSS surface without affecting each other’s process. The
observations, on the other hand, strongly supported the principles of the second model
that salt ions will influence the characteristic of molecular adsorption. Therefore, the
second model is more appropriate for describing the salt ion effects on molecular
adsorption at colloidal particles. This is not surprising if we consider the relative size of
sodium ion and MG molecule, as well as ΔG of sodium ion adsorption at PSS surface.
Sodium ion can be considered a point charge compared to MG with a much larger size
(~10Å). It has been reported that the free energy of sodium ion adsorption onto
negatively charged surfaces can be as low as 1M-1 [42]. The compete adsorption model
doesn’t actually take place, and it is the significant drop in adsorption free energy ΔG
upon addition of NaCl that results in decreasing surface density of MG. Also need to
mention that since ΔG is becoming smaller as NaCl concentration increases, a higher
density of PSS particle (6×108particle/mL) was used in this series of experiment to ensure
sufficient depletion of MG from bulk solution in order to determine maximum adsorption
density N max (see discussion in previous section). The plot of isotherms therefore has
different x-axis scale in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.6 due to this reason.
In addition to ionic strength effect, ion specificity on molecular adsorption at
charged PSS surface has also been studied. A series of inorganic salt with different
cations were tested. As was done similarly for NaCl, PSS colloids pre-covered with MG
molecules were titrated with a series of chloride salts: LiCl, NaCl, KCl, NH4Cl. The
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titration profiles (Fig. 5.8) are almost identical for all four chlorides used which implies
that they all have same effect on the free energy ΔG of MG adsorption at PSS surface. No
ion specificity effects have been observed for molecule-surface interaction at charged
PSS surface.
The free energy ΔG of MG adsorption at charged PSS surface will have
significant change by varying solvent ionic strength but will not be affected by ion
specificity. A molecule adsorbing from a bulk salt solution onto a charged colloidal
surface will have to pass through the electric double layer of the interfacial region. The
observed adsorption free energy for MG cation moving through the electric double layer
can be expressed as [43-47]:

G  Gelectrostatic  Gchemical
where

(5.3)

Gelectrostatic is the electrostatic contribution due to the purely charge-charge

interactions while

Gchemical is the nonelectrostatic contribution associated with the

adsorption process (i.e., hydrogen bonding, dipole-dipole interactions, etc.). Here the
electrostatic interaction as the dominating driving force for bringing a charged molecule
to a charged colloidal surface is related to the electrostatic interfacial potential  of the
electric double layer:

Gelectrostatic  N A ze
where

(5.4)

N A is the Avogadero’s number, z is the ion valency, and e is the elementary

charge. Further, the Gouy-Chapman theory describes the exponential decay of the
interfacial potential  from a charged surface through an electric double layer. The
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expression of the Gouy-Chapman model describes the dependence of the potential  on
the bulk electrolyte concentration c :



where

2k BT

sinh 1 (
)
ze
2 k BTc

(5.5)

k B is the Boltzmann constant, T is the Kelvin temperature, z is the valence of the

electrolyte,



is the surface charge density, and



is the dielectric constant of the

medium. Therefore, the adsorption energy can be expressed as the follows:
G  2 RT sinh 1 (


2 k BTc

(5.6)

)

It is known that for hyperbolic function:

sinh 1 x  ln( x  x 2  1)

(5.7)

And when x≥4, the expression can be approximated with ≤1% error by:

sinh 1 x  ln(2 x)

(5.8)

In our experimental conditions, the value of   / 2 kBTc is always greater than 4.
Therefore, the approximation can be applied to the ΔG expression in equation 5.4:


)  RT ln c
2 kBT

G  2 RT ln(2

The surface charge density



(5.9)

is modeled as the sum of the initial surface charge density


SO3
of the sulfate group on PSS surface N PSS
and the maximum charge density established


MG
by the adsorbed MG at each given salt concentration N PSS
:

3

SO
MG
  N PSS
 N PSS



(5.10)
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The PSS surface was fully covered by MG in the salt free situation so that




SO3
MG
N PSS
(c  0)  N PSS
. According to our fitting results (Table 5.2), the maximum


MG
(c  0) to about 55%
adsorption density for MG decreased from about 90% of N PSS

when the salt concentration

c

had a 50 times increase from 1mM to 50mM. The change

in magnitude of adsorption free energy Δ (ΔG) can be estimated by equation 12 to be
0.54kcal/mol, which is comparable to the difference of our fitting results (0.65±0.07)
kcal/mol.
5.4.3

Salt Ion Effects on MG Adsorption to Neutral PSC Surface
Similar salt titration experiments were performed to investigate salt ion effects on

the molecule-surface interactions at the neutral PSC surface. Large amount of MG (10µM
MG for 1.1×108particle/mL PSC) was added to maintain a relatively small surface
coverage of PSC. An initial rise in SH signal showed as expected, however, when the
MG saturated PSC was titrated with NaCl solution, the observation was shocking
different from those titration profile curves obtained for PSS surface. The SH signal first
increased as the salt concentration increased, once reached maximum, started to decrease
and level off as the salt concentration further increase (Fig. 5.9 (a)). Similar to the PSS
study, a blank titration control of PSC was also performed to ensure that the observed SH
signal changes were caused by the NaCl applied (Fig. 5.9 (a)).
The changes of the SH signal reflect the changes of dye coverage on the surface
in the same trend: the rise of SH signal indicates an increasing surface density of MG on
PSC while the following decay of SH signal should be the result of a decreasing MG
coverage. However, in the case of PSS, maximum adsorption densities can be determined
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by using modified Langmuir model, while for PSC surface, standard Langmuir form has
to be used due to insufficient depletion from bulk and maximum adsorption densities can
no longer be obtained. As to the free energy values, intuitively, we might think that the
addition of NaCl changed the free energy ΔG of MG adsorption at PSC surface in an
opposite way to the changes on PSS surface. MG adsorption isotherms of PSC (1)
without NaCl (0mM), (2) at NaCl concentration where SH intensity reaches peak value
(44mM), (3) at NaCl concentration where SH intensity levels off (150mM), were
obtained and analyzed by standard Langmuir model (Fig. 5.9 (b)). The fitting results
summarized in Table 5.3 show that the free energy ΔG of MG adsorption at neutral PSC
surface is independent of ionic strength of the solution. Therefore, the rise-decay
observation of SH signal for neutral PSC surface cannot be attributed to ΔG change as
was the case for charged PSS surface, which is understandable if we consider the
dominant driving forces for the two distinct colloidal surfaces. As was discussed in the
previous sections, for neutral PSC surface, the driving force for molecular adsorption is
hydrophobic interactions rather than electrostatic interactions. The ionic strength, though
may have great effect on electric potential, should have little influence on the
hydrophobic driving force. Therefore, the nonelectrostatic hydrophobic contribution to
the free energy for MG adsorption at neutral PSC surface should not be affected by the
solvent ionic strength.
It has been well recognized that interfacial hydrophobic interactions are sensitive
to specific ion effects, known as Hofmeister series. In order to understand the observed
rise-decay in SH signal, ion specificity experiments were performed.

Neutral PSC

colloids pre-saturated with MG molecules were titrated with sodium salts of different
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anions: I  , Cl  , SO42 and chlorides with different cations: Li  , Na  , K  , NH 4 . The
SH intensities as function of salt concentrations are plotted in Fig. 5.10. This time the SH
intensity showed different response upon application of different ions. The observation of
the difference in ion behavior due to ion identity is more prominent for anion series than
for cation series, which is usually the case for most Hofmeister phenomenon.
For the anion series, the I  trail had most rise and least decay in SH signal while
the SO42 trail showed least rise but most decay. Since the SH signal is a direct reflection
of the surface adsorbed MG density, we attribute the rise of SH intensity to the increased
surface adsorption sites established by surface acquired anions. Colloidal interfaces more
easily acquire a negative than a positive charge [48]. One of the reasons is that anions
tend to bind unspecifically to interfaces, which follows Hofmeister series. Large
inorganic anions like I  , ClO4 , SCN  adsorb to most interfaces [48]. Our experimental
observation demonstrated that I  trail had the most SH signal rise, followed by Cl  , and
SO42 had the least rise, which exactly follows the Hofmeister series of decreasing surface

affinity for the three anions:

I   Cl   SO42
However, the decay of the SH signal here is not due to decreasing surface adsorption sites,
but due to the most well known ability of Hofmeister anions: to salt in (solublize) /salt
out (aggregate) proteins by influencing hydrophobic interactions. Anions to the left of the
series, like I  , tend to salt in the proteins while anions to the right side of the series, like
SO42 , tend to cause aggregations and precipitate the proteins. Our anion titration profiles

showed clearly that I  trail had the least signal decay, followed by Cl  , and SO42 had
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the most decay, which can be well interpreted by the positions of the ions in Hofmeister
series: I  is located at the very left of the whole Hofmeister series (see chapter 5.1) and
tends to stabilize the colloids; while SO42 is located at the very right side and tends to
precipitate the colloids.
To further confirm the interpretation, MG adsorption isotherms on PSC surfaces
at featured ionic strengths for the anion and cation series were obtained and analyzed
using standard Langmuir form (Fig. 5.11). The fitting results of adsorption free energies
are listed in Table 5.4. For both ionic strengths, 50mM where SH intensities reached peak
values and 150mM where SH intensities showed prominent decreases, the magnitude of
ΔG increases through the series:

I   Cl   SO42
The changes in ΔG for different anions indicated electrostatic contribution resulting from
the interactions between MG and the surface acquired anions. It is not surprising that MG
has strongest binding with the divalent anion SO42 .
Similar experiments and analysis were performed for the cation series (Fig. 5.10
(b), Fig. 5.11 (c) (d)). Since it is the surface acquired anions that are responsible for the
SH intensity rises, varying the identity of cations has little further influence on the signal
rise (Fig. 5.10 (b)). On the other hand, the Hofmeister cations also have the abilities to
salt in/salt out proteins and the ability to precipitate proteins follows:

Li   Na  K   NH 4
In the cation series experiments, the SH signal decay of the titration profiles indicates the
ability of cations in precipitating colloids. Observations in Figure 5.10 (b) demonstrated
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that the decay effect of the SH intensity did follow the Hofmeister cation series, where
NH 4 has the most effect on precipitating colloids, followed by K  , Na  , Li  ,

sequentially. The adsorption free energy under the influence of cation series were also
obtained and summarized in Table 5.5. For both featured ionic strengths, the ability to
reduce the magnitude of ΔG follows the series:

NH 4  K   Na  Li 
Though the effects are less prominent for cation series, the trend is still quite clear.

5.5 Summary
Both PSS and PSC colloidal particles are hydrophobic in nature but with charged
and neutral terminations, respectively, therefore can serve as comparable colloid models.
MG can be used as an SHG indicator to study salt ion effects on the molecule-surface
interactions.
For MG adsorption at charged PSS surface, the adsorption isotherm was obtained
and modified Langmuir analysis yields the adsorption free energy as well as the
maximum adsorption number density. The dominant driving force is electrostatic
interactions between MG cation and negatively charged sulfate termination. In this case,
the electrostatic contribution of the adsorption free energy depends on the interfacial
electric potential, which can be related to ionic strength of the solvent salts through
Gouy-Chapman model. Therefore, for electrostatic force dominating molecule-surface
interactions, ionic strength, rather than ion specificity, will have significant effects on the
magnitude of the free energy. The higher the ionic strength, the smaller the magnitude of
adsorption free energy, and the smaller the maximum adsorption density, as a result.
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For MG adsorption at neutral PSC surface, the situation is completely different.
Analysis of adsorption isotherm using standard Langmuir form only allows determination
of adsorption free energy, while maximum adsorption density cannot be obtained due to
in sufficient depletion from bulk solution. The dominating driving force in this case is
hydrophobic interactions between hydrophobic regions of the dye and particle surface.
The nonelectrostatic hydrophobic contribution to the adsorption free energy will no
longer be affected by ionic strength of the solution. Specific ion effects, the Hofmeister
series, are highly responsible for the observed ion behaviors on molecule-surface
interactions. Salt anions tend to bind unspecifically to the PSC colloidal surface and the
surface acquired anions will provide more adsorption sites for MG cations. The
interpretation is confirmed by the fact that the anion affinity to surface exactly follows
the Hofmeister series. And furthermore, anion identity will influence the adsorption free
energy and the change in ΔG for different anions reflects electrostatic interaction between
MG and anion. At the same time, the salt ions also have salt out effects on colloids that
will cause aggregation and precipitation. The experimental observations agree very well
with both Hofmeister anion and cation series in the ability to precipitate. The trend is
more prominent for anions than for cations.
In summary, MG can be used as a SHG indicator to study salt ion effects on the
molecule-surface interactions and distinct effects have been identified for different
colloidal surfaces.
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Figure 5.1: A theoretical simulation of the modified Langmuir model with the adsorption
equilibrium constant set to a small value (5×107M-1) for different maximum surface
adsorption densities (1µM and 5µM).
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Figure 5.2: Theoretical simulations of the modified Langmuir isotherms expressed in SH
intensity as a function of MG concentration: (a) isotherms at a fixed value of adsorption
equilibrium constant ( K  1010 ) by varying maximum adsorption density; (b) isotherms
at a fixed value of maximum adsorption density ( Nmax  0.2 M ) by varying adsorption
equilibrium constant.
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Figure 5.3: An example of analyzing a set of adsorption isotherms of malachite green
(MG) molecules on polystyrene sulfate (PSS) surface by Global Fitting. The
concentrations of the colloids were fixed with ratios: 1:2:4:8. The solid lines are the
fitting results.
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Figure 5.4: SH intensity detected as a function of MG concentration added in the
colloidal solution of (a) charged polystyrene sulfate microspheres (PSS); and (b) neutral
polystyrene carboxyl microspheres (PSC) particle surfaces, at pH= 3.5±0.2. The solid
line is a nonlinear least-square fit of (a) a modified Langmuir model; and (b) a standard
Langmuir model.
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Figure 5.5: SH intensity recorded as a function of NaCl concentration added in the MG
fully covered PSS colloidal solutions. Also displayed is the control trial titrated with
blank solution without NaCl.
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Figure 5.6: MG adsorption isotherms on PSS surfaces at different NaCl concentrations.
The solid red lines are nonlinear least-square fits of the modified Langmuir model.
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Figure 5.7: Dependence of (a) adsorption maximum density N D and (b) free energy
ΔG on NaCl concentration.
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Figure 5.8: Titration profiles of a series of chloride salts: LiCl, NaCl, KCl, NH4Cl into
PSS colloids pre-covered with MG.
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Figure 5.9: (a) SH intensity recorded as a function of NaCl concentration added in the
MG fully covered PSC colloidal solutions. Also displayed is the control trial titrated with
blank solution without NaCl. (b) MG adsorption isotherms of PSC (1) without NaCl
(0mM); (2) at NaCl concentration (44mM) where SH intensity reaches peak value; (3) at
NaCl concentration (150mM) where SH intensity levels off. The solid lines are nonlinear
least-square fits of the standard Langmuir model.
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Figure 5.10: SH intensities as function of salt concentrations of (a) sodium salts of
different anions: I  , Cl  , SO42 ; and (b) chlorides with different cations: Li  , Na  , K  ,
NH 4 ; applied into PSC colloids pre-saturated with MG molecules.
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Figure 5.11: MG adsorption isotherms on PSC surfaces at featured ionic strengths for the
anion series: I  , Cl  , SO42 at (a) 50mM; (b) 150mM; and the cation series: Li  , Na  ,
K  , NH 4 at (c) 50mM; (d) 150mM. The solid lines are nonlinear least-square fits of the

standard Langmuir model.
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Table 5.1: Global fitting results versus individual fitting results of MG adsorption at PSS
surface
Global Fitting

Individual Fitting

Nmax (1×Conc.) (0.49±0.01)µM

(0.52±0.02)µM

Nmax (2×Conc.) (0.95±0.01)µM

(0.97±0.02)µM

Nmax (4×Conc.) (2.14±0.02)µM

(1.50±0.05)µM

Nmax (8×Conc.) (4.26±0.17)µM

(6.40±0.25)µM

K (1×Conc.)

(1.2±0.1)×1010 M-1 (1.2±0.1)×1010 M-1

K (2×Conc.)

(1.2±0.1)×1010 M-1 (1.2±0.1)×1010 M-1

K (4×Conc.)

(1.2±0.1)×1010 M-1 (1.2±0.1)×1010 M-1

K (8×Conc.)

(1.2±0.1)×1010 M-1 (1.2±0.1)×1010 M-1
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max

Table 5.2: Dependence of adsorption maximum density N D and free energy ΔG on
NaCl concentration.
NaCl (mM)

Nmax (µM)

ΔG (kcal/mol)

0

2.00±0.03

13.16±0.06

1

1.81±0.02

13±0.04

5

1.29±0.03

12.65±0.05

10

1.01±0.02

12.75±0.05

20

1.27±0.04

12.50±0.03

25

1.25±0.06

12.41±0.04

30

1.12±0.03

12.44±0.03

40

1.19±0.04

12.39±0.03

50

1.08±0.03

12.35±0.03

100

1.03±0.17

11.82±0.05
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Table 5.3: Adsorption equilibrium constant and free energy of MG on PSC surface (1)
without NaCl (0mM); (2) at NaCl concentration (44mM) where SH intensity reaches
peak value; (3) at NaCl concentration (150mM) where SH intensity levels off.
NaCl (mM)

K (M-1)

-ΔG (kcal/mol)

0

(8.5±0.1)×107

10.7±0.1

44

(7.6±0.1)×107

10.6±0.1

150

(9.1±0.1)×107

10.7±0.1
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Table 5.4: Adsorption equilibrium constant and free energy of MG on PSC surface at
2

featured ionic strengths: (a) 50mM and (b) 150mM, for the anion series: I  , Cl  , SO4 .
(a)
50mM

K (M-1)

-ΔG (kcal/mol)

NaI

(8.2±0.2)×107

10.7±0.1

NaCl

(8.6±0.2)×107

10.7±0.1

Na2SO4

(10.4±0.3)×107

10.8±0.1

150mM

K (M-1)

-ΔG (kcal/mol)

NaI

(8.9±0.2)×107

10.7±0.1

NaCl

(10.7±0.2)×107

10.8±0.1

Na2SO4

(18.1±0.4)×107

11.2±0.1

(b)
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Table 5.5: Adsorption equilibrium constant and free energy of MG on PSC surface at
featured ionic strengths: (a) 50mM and (b) 150mM, the cation series: Li  , Na  , K  ,

NH 4 .
(a)
K (M-1)

-ΔG (kcal/mol)

LiCl (37.0mM)

(8.4±0.1)×107

10.7±0.1

NaCl (44.0mM)

(7.6±0.1)×107

10.6±0.1

KCl (54.5mM)

(6.0±0.1)×107

10.5±0.1

NH4Cl (33.5mM)

(5.7±0.1)×107

10.4±0.1

150mM

K (M-1)

-ΔG (kcal/mol)

LiCl

(1.1±0.1)×108

10.9±0.1

NaCl

(9.1±0.1)×107

10.7±0.1

KCl

(7.2±0.1)×107

10.6±0.1

NH4Cl

(6.3±0.1)×107

10.5±0.1

(b)
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUDING REMARKS

6.1 Perspective Applications
Membrane transport has long been an intriguing concentration of study and a
substantial knowledge base has been established through experimental observations and
theoretical interpretations. Besides the small essential metal ions, it is highly desired to
study the transport of drug molecules in order to understand the pharmacokinetics and to
achieve appropriate drug formulations.

The exploit of amino acid-based drugs [1],

peptide-based drugs [2], antibody drugs [3] as well as small molecule drugs [4] are
closely associated to the quantitative determination of membrane adsorption and transport
kinetics of amino acids, peptides, proteins as well as small molecules. It has been
reported that approximately 40% of the small molecules that are emerging as new drug
candidates have poor aqueous solubility and are hydrophobic ions [4]. In this thesis we
proposed an experimental means based on the nonlinear optical phenomenon – second
harmonic generation -- to study time-resolved membrane transport kinetics of small
hydrophobic molecular ions. The molecular probe we used was the hydrophobic ion
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malachite green dye. The molecular structure, size, as well as its hydrophobicity are a
good mimic of small molecule drug candidates.
In addition, the SHG technique can also be applied as a useful method to study
various factors that may affect membrane transport kinetics. In this thesis, we’ve initiated
the study of salt ion effects on modulating colloidal/protein behaviors in solutions using
SHG technique. Adsorption processes at both neutral and charged colloidal particles
employed as globular protein models have been characterized and ion concentration
effects as well as ion identity effects have been identified. As has been demonstrated,
SHG technique can serve as a powerful experimental means to probe in-situ adsorption
processes occur at biological surfaces and all kinds of environmental factors can be
investigated, such as the gating effect of ion channels upon applied transmembrane
voltages, the channel blocker mechanism, as well as the changing of in-situ solution
conditions (i.e. pH values, ionic strength, ion identity, viscosity, isotonicity) across the
biological membrane.
6.2 Feasibility
The surface specific SHG technique can be feasible as long as two conditions are
satisfied: an intense laser pulse source and a nonlinear medium. According to the SHG
principle (chapter two), when the incident fundamental or the generated second harmonic
frequency is in resonance with that of a molecular transition, the magnitude of the second
order susceptibility will be greatly enhanced, which allows easy detection of SHG signal.
It is obvious that most of the drug candidates are lack of center of inversion symmetry,
therefore, will have non-zero second order molecular polarizability which is the radiation
source of second harmonic generation. Adsorption spectra can be easily obtained for
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these candidate drug molecules. Therefore, the application of the SHG technique in
studying membrane surface adsorption processes and cross-membrane drug delivery
mechanisms can be applied to almost all kinds of small molecule drug candidates as long
as an appropriate incident laser wavelength is chosen.
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